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Introduction.
Periodic cyclic homology HP q(A) of a unital associative flat algebra A over
a commutative ring k is defined as the homology of an explicit complex — or
rather, a bicomplex CP q, q(A). In one direction, the bicomplex is bounded:
one has CPi, q(A) = 0 for i < 0. However, there are no restrictions in the the
other direction. On the contrary, CPi,j(A) is 2-periodic with respect to the
index j. Therefore turning the bicomplex CP q, q(A) into a complex requires
a choice.
In the standard theory, what one considers is the product-total complex
of CP q, q(A). Traditionally, considering the sum-total complex was assumed
to be a wrong thing to do, since if k contains Q, the sum-total complex is
trivially acyclic (see e.g. [L, Section 5.1.2]). Nevertheless, about ten years
ago, it has been suggested by M. Kontsevich ([Ko1], [Ko2, 2.32]) that if k is
a field of positive characteristic p, then taking the sum-total complex gives
a meaningful and interesting new theory.
It seems that Kontsevich’s suggestion was not taken seriously at the time
(in particular, I didn’t follow it up in [Ka1] and [Ka2] — in retrospect, a
rather glaring omission). However, recently a very similar phenomenon has
appeared in the work of A. Beilinson and B. Bhatt. They work in the com-
mutative situation, where periodic cyclic homology is known to be intimately
related to the de Rham cohomology. In particular, if A is a commutative al-
gebra over a field k of characteristic 0 with a smooth spectrum X = SpecA,
then HP q(A) is entirely expressible in terms of de Rham cohomology groups
H
q
DR(A) = H
q
DR(X). In the situations considered by Beilinson and Bhatt, k
is a field Fq of positive characteristic p (or more generally, a truncated Witt
vectors ring Wn(Fq), n ≥ 1), and SpecA is not smooth. So, instead of de
Rham cohomology, one works with derived de Rham cohomology introduced
by L. Illusie [I]. To define it for an affine variety X = SpecA, one replaces
the algebra A with a simplicial resolution A q whose terms are free commuta-
tive algebras, and takes de Rham complex termwise. Then after passing to
the usual standard complex of a simplicial object, one obtains a bicomplex
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Ω
q
(A q), and here again, there is the issue of how to totalize it. In Illusie’s
approach, one takes the product-total complex. If we denote its cohomology
simply by H
q
DR(A), then the standard Hodge-to-de Rham spectral sequence
induces a convergent spectral sequence
Λ
q
Ω q(A)⇒ H
q
DR(A),
where Λ
q
is an appropriate derived version of the exterior power functors,
and Ω q(A) is the cotangent complex of A. In particular, H
q
DR(A) does not
depend on the choice of a resolution A q.
If one instead takes the sum-total complex of the bicomplex Ω
q
(A q) and
denotes its homology byH
q
DR(A), then a different spectral sequence becomes
convergent — namely, the spectral sequence
H
q
DR(A q)⇒ H
q
DR(A).
If k is a field of characteristic 0, this shows that H
q
DR(A) is completely unin-
teresting. Indeed, since the terms Ai of the resolution A q are free algebras,
so that SpecAi are just affine spaces, the de Rham cohomology H
q
DR(Ai)
is simply k placed in degree 0, irrespective of Ai, and one deduces that
H
q
DR(A) is also k placed in degree 0.
However, the situation changes drastically if k is a field of positive char-
acteristic. In this case, affine spaces have lots of de Rham cohomology — in
fact, one has the classic Cartier isomorphism
H iDR(Aj)
∼= Ωi(A
(1)
j ),
where (1) indicates the Frobenius twist. With this in mind, what we obtain
is the derived version of the conjugate spectral sequence, and it reads as
Λ
q
Ω q(A(1))⇒ H
q
DR(A).
In particular, H
q
DR(A) also does not depend on the resolution A q, and this
justifies our notation. Beilinson and Bhatt go on to apply this observation to
some specific algebras A important in p-adic Hodge theory, where working
with H
q
DR(−) instead of H
q
DR(−) allows one to obtain much stronger results.
The goal of the present paper is then the following. Motivated by the
work of Beilinson and Bhatt, we take up Kontsevich’s original suggestion
and study “wrong” totalizations of the cyclic bicomplex CP q, q(A). To make
room for interesting applications, we work with DG algebras A q instead
of just associative algebras. For any DG algebra A q over a commutative
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ring k, we define a functorial co-periodic cyclic complex CP q(A q), and we
call its homology HP q(A q) co-periodic cyclic homology of A q. If A q = A
is concentrated in homological degree 0, then CP q(A) is literally the sum-
total complex of the periodic cyclic bicomplex CP q, q(A), and in the general
case, the definition requires only a minor modification. We then extend the
definition to small DG categories A q, and we prove the following:
• As soon as the base ring k is Noetherian, HP q(A q) is derived Morita-
invariant, and moreover, gives an additive invariant of small DG cat-
egories in the sense of [Ke].
• If k is a field of finite characteristic, and A q is a cohomologically
bounded smooth DG algebra over k, then HP q(A q) ∼= HP q(A q).
Our actual statements, Theorem 6.5, Theorem 6.6 and Theorem 6.7, are
slightly stronger and more precise, but the above sums up the essential
points. We also prove the following somewhat more technical result.
• Assume that k is a field of odd positive characteristic p > 2. Then for
any small DG category A q, there exists a functorial conjugate spectral
sequence
HH q(A q)(1)((u−1))⇒ HP q(A q),
where HH q(A q) is the Hochschild homology of A q, (1) stands for the
Frobenius twist, u is a formal generator of cohomological degree 2, and
((u−1)) is the shorthand for “formal Laurent powers series in u−1”.
The conjugate spectral sequence generalizes the usual commutative spectral
sequence in the same way that the Hodge-to-de Rham spectral sequence is
generalized to the “Hochschild-to-cyclic” spectral sequence
HH q(A q)((u))⇒ HP q(A q).
Note that for the conjugate spectral sequence, we need to take power series
in u−1 rather than u.
The paper is organized as follows. Unfortunately, our definition of co-
periodic cyclic homology works by an explicit complex, and we have not
been able to find a more invariant treatment similar to [C]. We do rely on
Connes’ notion of a cyclic object and the small category Λ to encode all
the relevant combinatoris, but we are unable to use the machinery of de-
rived categories. As a next best choice, we equip everything in sight with a
filtration, and use filtered derived categories. This is still better than writ-
ing down explicit maps of complexes, but it requires a lot of preliminaries.
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These are contained in Section 1, Section 2 and Section 3. Almost nothing
in these three sections is new, with a possible exception of some (but not
all) material in Subsection 1.3, Subsection 2.3 and Subsection 3.4. However,
these are things that need to be spelled out in all the gory detail, in order
to fix notation and terminology and avoid ambiguities. Section 1 is devoted
to filtrations, filtered derived categories, convergence of spectral sequences
and suchlike. The possibly new ingredient is a generalization of the canon-
ical truncation to filtered complexes given in Subsection 1.3. Section 2 is
devoted to mixed complexes: we state the necessary definitions, discuss ex-
amples arising from Tate cohomology of cyclic groups, and prove one simple
technical statement on what we call “mixed resolutions” that is used later
in the paper. Section 3 contains the definition of the co-periodic cyclic com-
plex, and some immediate observations on its properties. The input here is
a cyclic object or a complex of cyclic objects, so that the theory is essentialy
linear.
The technical heart of the paper are Section 4 and Section 5. We still
work in the setting of complexes of cyclic objects. In Section 4, we start using
our main technical gadget, namely, a certain version Λp of the cyclic category
Λ that appeared in [FT]. This is a small category that comes equipped with
two natural functors to Λ — an “edgewise subdivision” functor i : Λp → Λ,
and a projection π : Λp → Λ that corresponds to the p-fold cover of a circle
by itself. After reminding classic results about edgewise subdivision and the
functor i, we give, in Proposition 4.4, a filtered refinement of the main classic
result (this refinement seems to be new). Then in Subsection 4.3, we turn
to the functor π and prove Lemma 4.7, a kind of a retraction statement that
allows to reduce questions about cyclic objects coming from the projection
π to questions about their restriction to the subcategory ∆o ⊂ Λ.
Section 5 is mostly devoted to the conjugate spectral sequence: we start
with a complex of cyclic objects, and we produce a spectral sequence con-
verging to its co-periodic cyclic homology. We need to impose one condition
on the complex that we call “tightness”; a version of it already appeared in
[Ka3] and before that, in [Ka1]. Then in Subsection 5.4, we turn to the study
of convergence of this spectral sequence, and show that convergence ques-
tions for cyclic objects can be reduced to questions about their restrictions
to ∆o — this uses Lemma 4.7 in an essential way.
Finally, in Section 6, we turn to our main subject — namely, DG algebras
and DG categories. After giving a brief reminder on DG algebras and DG
categories, we define co-periodic cyclic homology of a DG algebra and a
small DG category, and prove our main results. The main technical tool
here is a very simple fact of linear algebra — namely, the computation
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of Tate cohomology of a cyclic group Z/pZ with coefficients in the p-th
tensor power V ⊗kp of a vector space V over a field k of characteristic p.
This has already appeared in [Ka1] and more recently, in [Ka3]. In the
present paper, in Subsection 6.3, we give a generalization of this computation
to complexes of vector spaces that seems to be new. Together with the
material of Section 5, this immediately gives the conjugate spectral sequence
and yields Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 6.6. Then the same computation is
applied to a certain twisted version of Hochschild homology, and together
with the material of Subsection 5.4, allows us to prove Theorem 6.7, our
main comparison theorem. In the end, in Subsection 6.5, we explain briefly
how our results compare to results about de Rham cohomology, and in
particular, to results of Beilinson and Bhatt.
Acknowledgements. I am very grateful to A. Beilinson, B. Bhatt, A.
Efimov, B. Feigin, V. Hinich, D. Kazhdan, M. Kontsevich, A. Kuznetsov, N.
Markarian, D. Orlov, D. Pomerleano, and V. Vologodsky for useful remarks
and interesting discussions on the subject. I am especially grateful to Vadim
Vologodsky for convincing me that the main Tate cohomology computation
should work for complexes, and to David Kazhdan for encouraging me to
revisit the subject and to try to finally settle it.
1 Filtrations.
1.1 Filtered objects. Assume given an abelian category C satisfying
AB4 and AB4∗ (that is, C has arbitrary products and sums, and both
are exact). In this paper, by a filtration F
q
on an object E ∈ C we will
understand a collection of subobjects F jE ⊂ E, one for each integer j, such
that F jE ⊂ F iE whenever j ≥ i. In other words, all our filtrations are
decreasing and indexed by all integers. A filtered object in C is an object
equipped with a filtration. A filtered object 〈E,F
q
〉 is concentrated in a
filtered degree i if F iE = E and F i+1E = 0. For any filtered object 〈E,F
q
〉
and any integers i ≤ j, we denote
F [i,j]E = F iE/F jE,
and we denote griF E = E
[i,i], so that gr
q
F E is the associated graded quotient
of the filtration F
q
. If F in gr
q
F is clear from the context, we will drop it
from notation. For any i ≤ i′ ≤ j′ ≤ j, we have a natural commutative
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square
(1.1)
F [i,j]E ←−−−− F [i
′,j]Ey y
F [i,j]E ←−−−− F [i
′,j′]E,
and this square is cartesian and cocartesian. We also have a natural isomor-
phism
(1.2) lim
i
→
lim
j
←
F [i,j]E ∼= lim
j
←
lim
i
→
F [i,j]E
and a natural commutative diagram
(1.3)
E
p
−−−−→ lim
j
←
E/F jE
i
x x
lim
i
→
F iE −−−−→ lim
j
←
lim
i
→
F [i,j]E.
Definition 1.1. A filtration F
q
on an object E ∈ C is convergent, or equva-
lently, the object E is convergent with respect to F
q
, if all the maps in the di-
agram (1.3) are isomorphisms. The completion Ê of a filtered object 〈E,F
q
〉
in C is the object (1.2).
Example 1.2. Assume given a graded object E =
⊕
i∈ZEi ∈ C, and filter
it by
F iE =
⊕
j≥i
Ej ⊂ E.
Then in general, this filtration is not convergent. The completion Ê can be
described as
Ê =
∏
j≥i
Ej ⊕
⊕
j<i
Ej ,
where i is an arbitrary fixed integer (the right-hand side does not depend
on the choice of i). If all the components Ei are identified with the same
object E′ ∈ C, then it is convenient to use shorthand notation
E = E′[u, u−1],
that is, Laurent polynomials in one formal variable u of grading degree 1
with coefficients in E′. Then we have Ê = E′((u)), the formal Laurent
power series in the same variable u with the same coefficients.
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In general, our terminology is misleading, since there are no natural
maps between a filtered object E and its completion Ê. However, say that
a filtration F
q
on E is exhaustive if the map i in (1.3) is an isomorphism.
Then p gives a natural map
E → Ê = lim
j
←
E/F jE.
Alternatively, say that a filtration F
q
is bounded below if F iE = 0 for i≫ 0.
Then p is an isomorphism, and i gives a natural map
Ê = lim
i
→
E → E.
For any filtered object 〈E,F
q
〉, the filtration F
q
induces a filtration on the
completion Ê, and this filtration is convergent. Two different filtrations
on the same object can have the same completion; here is one standard
situations when this happens.
Definition 1.3. Two filtrations F
q
1 , F
q
2 on an object E ∈ C are commen-
surable if for any integer i, there exist integers i1, i2 such that i1 ≤ i ≤ i2
and
F i21 E ⊂ F
i
2E ⊂ F
i1
1 E, F
i2
2 E ⊂ F
i
1E ⊂ F
i1
2 E.
Then for any two commensurable filtrations F1, F2 and for any two
integers i ≤ j, F
[i,j]
1 E is concentrated in a finite range of filtered degrees with
respect to F1, so that it is complete, and analogously, F
[i,j]
2 E is concentrated
in a finite range of filtered degress with respect to F2. The completions of
E with respect to F1 and F2 are canonically identified.
For example, for any integers n ≥ 1, m, and filtration F
q
, define the n-th
rescaling F
q
[n] and the shift by m F
q
m of the filtration F
q
by
(1.4) F i[n]E = F
inE, F imE = F
i+mE, i ∈ Z.
Then all rescalings and shifts of a given filtration are mutually commensu-
rable. For any object E equipped with a filtration F
q
, and for any integer
n ≥ 1, we will denote by E[n] the filtered object 〈E,F
q
[n]〉.
1.2 Filtered complexes. A filtered complex in C is a filtered object in the
abelian category C q(C) of unbounded chain complexes in C. We denote the
category of filtered complexes by CF q(C). A map f : E q → E′
q
in CF q(C) is a
filtered quasiisomorphism if the corresponding map gri(f) : griE q → griE′
q
is
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a quasiisomorphism for any integer i. Just like inverting quasiisomorphisms
in C q(C) gives the derived category D(C), inverting filtered quasiisomor-
phisms in CF q(C) gives the triangulated filtered derived category DF (C), see
e.g. [BBD]. For any filtered quasiisomorphism f : 〈E q, F
q
〉 → 〈E′
q
, F
q
〉 and
any integers i ≤ j, the induced map
F [i,j](f) : F [i,j]E q → F [i,j]E′
q
is also a quasiisomorphism, so that for any object E ∈ DF (C), we have well-
defined objects F [i,j]E ∈ D(C) and commutative squares (1.1). On the other
hand, the map f : E q → E′
q
is not required to be a quasiisomorphism, and
neither are the maps f : F iE q → F iE′
q
. Thus for an arbitrary filtered com-
plex 〈E q, F
q
〉, the object E ∈ D(C) corresponding to E q cannot in general
be recovered from the object in DF (C) corresponding to 〈E q, F
q
〉. However,
every object E ∈ DF (C) can be represented by a complex E q in C equipped
with a convergent filtration F
q
, and such a representative is unique up to a
quasiisomorphism. Thus one can think of objects in DF (C) as correspond-
ing to convergent filtered complexes. In particular, for any E ∈ DF (C), we
have a well-defined completion Ê ∈ D(C) (explicitly, it is still given by (1.2),
where the limits have to be replaced with their derived functors). Sending
E to Ê gives a completion functor
(1.5) DF (C)→ D(C).
The filtration F
q
on E generates the standard spectral sequence
(1.6) H q(gr
q
(E))⇒ H q(Ê),
where H q(−) stands for homology objects, and the specral sequence con-
verges in the usual sense: its E∞-term is naturally identified with the as-
sociated graded quotient of the right-hand side with respect to the natural
filtration.
The two most standard examples of a filtration on a complex are the
following ones.
Example 1.4. For any complex E q in C, the stupid filtration F
q
E q and the
canonical filtration τ
q
E q are given by
F iEj =
{
Ej, j + i ≤ 0,
0, j + i > 0,
, τ iEj =

0, j > i,
Ker d, j = i,
Ej , j < i.
Both filtrations are convergent.
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Remark 1.5. Our τ i is usually denoted τ≤−i; we change notation to keep
all filtrations decreasing and simplify the statements.
Canonical filtration is called canonical because it is compatible with
quasiisomorphisms: any quasiisomorphism f : E q → E′
q
in C q(C) is a fil-
tered quasiisomorphism with respect to the canonical filtration (the spec-
tral sequence (1.6) trivially degenerates for dimension reasons). Therefore
sending E q to 〈E q, τ
q
〉 descends to a functor D(C)→ DF (C). This functor is
fully faithful. For any integer i, the associated graded quotient griτ E q with
respect to the canonical filtration is naturally quasiisomorphic to the i-th
homology object Hi(E q) of the complex E q. To make this quasiisomorphism
more explicit, one introduces another functorial decreasing filtration β
q
on
E q given by
(1.7) βiEj =

0, j > i,
Im d, j = i,
Ej , j < i.
Then τ i+1E q ⊂ βiE q ⊂ τ iE q, the embedding τ i+1E q → βiE q is a quasi-
isomorphism, and the quotient τ iE q/βiE q is isomorphic to the homology
object Hi(E q) placed in homological degree i.
Stupid filtration is sufficiently functorial to define a functor C q(C) →
DF (C), E q 7→ 〈E q, F
q
〉, but the functor does not factor through D(C): con-
versely, it is already a fully faithful embedding on the level of the category
C q(C), and it identifies C q(C) with the heart of a natural t-structure on
DF (C) (see e.g. [Be1, Appendix]).
For a more interesting example of a filtered complex, denote by C q, q(C)
the category of chain bicomplexes in C, again unbounded in either coordi-
nate. We will call the first coordinate the vertical direction, and the second
coordinate the horizontal direction. Then any E q, q ∈ C q, q(C) has at least
four natural filtrations – namely, the stupid and the canonical filtration in
either of the two directions. We also have the two totalization functors
from C q, q(C) to C q(C), namely, the sum-total and the product-total complex
functors
tot,Tot : C q, q(C)→ C q(C),
with a natural map tot → Tot between them. The four filtrations on E q, q
induce filtrations on tot(E q, q) and Tot(E q, q). Sometimes, some of these fil-
trations are automatically convergent. For example, assume that E q, q is a
second-quadrant bicomplex – that is, Ei,j = 0 unless i ≤ 0 ≤ j. Then
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Tot(E q, q) is convergent with respect to the stupid filtration in the verti-
cal direction and the canonical filtration in the horizontal direction, while
tot(E q, q) is convergent with respect to the stupid filtration in the horizon-
tal direction and the canonical filtration in the vertical direction. Thus the
spectral sequences (1.6) for tot(E q, q) and Tot(E q, q) are different, and the
natural map tot(E q, q)→ Tot(E q, q) need not be a quasiisomorphism. Here is
the standard example of such a situation.
Lemma 1.6. Assume given objects En ∈ C and morphisms en : En →
En+1, n ≥ 0, and consider the bicomplex E q, q given by E−n,n = E−(n+1),n =
En, Ei,j = 0 otherwise, with the non-trivial horizontal differentials given
by the identity maps, and the vertical differentials given by the maps ei.
Assume that either the category C satisfies AB5 (filtered direct limits are
exact), or all the maps ei are injective. Then Tot(E q, q) is quasiisomorphic
to E0 placed in degree 0, while tot(E q, q) is quasiisomorphic to the cone of
the natural map
E0 → lim
i
→
Ei,
where the limit is take with respect to the maps ei. The natural map from
tot(E q, q) to Tot(E q, q) fits into a distinguished triangle
tot(E q, q) −−−−→ Tot(E q, q) −−−−→ lim
i
→
Ei −−−−→ .
Remark 1.7. Explicitly, the bicomplex E q, q is given by the snake diagram
...
id
−−−−→ E3xe2
E2
id
−−−−→ E2xe1
E1
id
−−−−→ E1xe0
E0.
Proof. The first claim is clear from (1.6). For second, compute the limit by
the telescope construction. The last claim is clear. 
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1.3 Truncations and functoriality. For a general bicomplex E q, q, nei-
ther tot(E q, q) nor Tot(E q, q) is convergent with respect to either of the filtra-
tions – the situation for tot(E q, q) is described in Example 1.2, and Tot(E q, q)
is dual. However, the completion of tot(E q, q) with respect to the stupid fil-
tration in the vertical direction is isomorphic to its completion with respect
to the canonical filtration in the horizontal direction. We will need a slight
generalization of this fact.
First of all, fix the identification C q, q(C) ∼= C q(C q(C)) so that the outer
index in C q(C q(C)) corresponds to the horizontal direction in C q, q(C). Since
C q(C) is an abelian category in its own right, this defines the truncations
functors τ
q
and their counterparts β
q
of (1.7) on C q, q(C) ∼= C q(C q(C)). Now
denote by
totf : C q, q(C)→ CF q(C)
the functor sending a bicomplex E q, q to tot(E q, q) with the filtration induced
by the stupid filtration in the vertical direction on E q. Say that a map
f : E q, q → E
′
q, q is a horizontal quasiisomorphism if f : Ei, q → E
′
i, q is a
quasiisomorphism for any integer i. Then inverting horizontal quasiisomor-
phisms in C q, q(C) ∼= C q(C q(C)) gives the derived category D(C q(C)), and
totf descends to a functor
D(C q(C))→ DF (C).
It is well-known (see e.g. [Be1, Appendix]) that this functor is an equivalence
of categories. Thus in particular, the truncation functors τ
q
of Example 1.4
are well-defined on the filtered derived category DF (C).
It turns out that in fact both τ
q
and the related truncation functors β
q
of (1.7) can be defined already on the category CF q(C). Namely, for any
filtered complex 〈E q, F
q
〉 with differential d, and any integers n, i, let
(1.8)
τnEi = d
−1(Fn+1−iEi−1) ∩ F
n−iEi ⊂ Ei,
βnEi = F
n+1−iEi + d(F
n−iEi+1) ⊂ Ei.
Then for any n, τnE q and βnE q are subcomplexes in E q, and we have
τn+1E q ⊂ βnE q ⊂ τnE q. Equip τnE q and βnE q with the filtrations in-
duced by F
q
, and denote
(1.9) Hn(E q) = τ
nE q/βnE q ⊂ CF q(C),
again equipped with the induced filtration. For any bicomplex E q, q and any
integer n, we then obviously have
τn totf (E q, q) ∼= tot
f (τnE q, q), β
n totf (E q, q) ∼= tot
f (βnE q, q),
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and Hn(tot
f (E q, q)) coincides with tot
f (Hn(E q, q)), where Hn(E q, q) ∈ C q(C)
is the n-th homology object of E q, q ∈ C q, q(C) ∼= C q(C q(C)).
Lemma 1.8. For any filtered complex 〈E q, F
q
〉 in C and any integer n, i,
we have
griF τ
nE q ∼= τn−i griF E q, gr
i
F β
nE q ∼= βn−i griF E q.
Moreover, the embedding τn+1E q → βnE q is a filtered quasiisomorphism,
and we have griF Hn(E q)
∼= Hn−i(gr
i
F E q)[n], so that the filtration F
q
on
Hn(E q) is the stupid filtration shifted by n, as in (1.4). Finally, for any
integer i, the filtrations τ
q
, β
q
and F
q
on Ei are commensurable.
Proof. Clear. 
We will also need one fact about functoriality properties of the filtrations
τ
q
, β
q
. Assume given abelian categories C, C′. Any additive functor ϕ : C →
C′ naturally extends to a functor ϕ q : C → C′ by applying it termwise, that
is, setting ϕ(E q)i = ϕ(Ei) for any complex E q in C and any integer i. For any
additive functor ϕ q : C → C q(C′), we define its extension ϕ q : C q(C)→ C q(C′)
as the composition
C q(C)
ϕ q, q
−−−−→ C q(C q(C′)) ∼= C q, q(C
′)
tot
−−−−→ C q(C′).
That is, we apply ϕ q termwise, and then take the sum-total complex tot(−).
Explicitly, for any complex E q in C, the complex ϕ q(E q) in C′ has terms
(1.10) ϕ q(E q)i =
⊕
j
ϕi−j(Ej).
We also define the functor
(1.11) ϕf = totf ◦ϕ q, q : C q(C)→ CF q(C
′).
Moreover, say that a filtration F
q
on a complex E q is termwise-split if for
any i, j, the embedding F iEj → Ej is a split injection, and denote by
CF q(C) ⊂ CF q(C) the full subcategory spanned by complexes with termwise-
split filtrations. Then since any functor sends split injections to split injec-
tions, we can further extend the functor ϕf to a functor
(1.12) ϕf : CF q(C)→ CF q(C′)
by setting
Fnϕf (E q)i =
⊕
j
ϕi−j(F
n+jEj) ⊂ ϕ q(E q)i,
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where we recall that ϕ q(E q)i is explicitly given by (1.10). Note that if a
complex E q is placed in filtered degree 0, then the filtration is tautologically
termwise split, and (1.12) coincides with (1.11). If moreover E q is concen-
trated in homological degree 0, then ϕf (E q) is just ϕ q(E0) equipped with
the stupid filtration.
Lemma 1.9. Assume given an additive functor ϕ q : C → C q(C′). Then
for any integer n and any complex E q in C equipped with a termwise-split
filtration F
q
, the filtrations on the truncations τnE q, βnE q ⊂ E q of (1.8)
are termwise-split, and the natural maps ϕf (τnE q)→ ϕf (E q), ϕf (βnE q)→
ϕf (E q) factor through natural maps
ϕf (τnE q)→ τn(ϕf (E q)) ⊂ ϕf (E q), ϕf (βnE q)→ βn(ϕf (E q)) ⊂ ϕf (E q).
Moreover, if the functor ϕ q is right-exact, the map ϕf (τnE q) → τnϕf (E q)
is surjective.
Proof. By Lemma 1.8, for any integers i, n, we have (τnE q)i = F
n−i(τnE q)i,
Fn+1−i(τnE q)i = F
n+1−iEi, and a splitting of the projection
Fn−i(τnE q)i → gr
n−i
F (τ
nE q)i ∼= (τ
i grn−iF E q)i
is induced by a splitting of the projection Fn−iEi → gr
n−i
F Ei. Therefore
the filtration on τnE q induced by F
q
is termwise-split. The same argument
shows that the filtration on βnE q is also termwise-split. Then applying the
additive functor ϕ commutes with taking associated graded quotients with
respect to F
q
, and by Lemma 1.8, it suffices to prove the remaining claims
when E q is concentrated in a single filtered degree. Then up to a shift, τ
q
is
the canonical filtration, β
q
is given by (1.7), and the claims are obvious. 
2 Mixed complexes.
2.1 Mixed complexes and expansions. As in Section 1, we fix an
abelian category C satisfying AB4 and AB4∗.
Definition 2.1. A mixed complex 〈V q, B〉 in C is a complex V q equipped
with a map B : V q → V q[−1] such that B2 = 0. A map of mixed complexes
f : 〈V q, B〉 → 〈V ′
q
, B〉 is a map of complexes f : V q → V ′
q
that commutes
with B.
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For every map of mixed complexes, its cone is also a mixed complex. For
every integer n, the canonical truncation τnV q of a mixed complex 〈V q, B〉 is
a mixed complex, and the natural embedding τnV q → V q is a map of mixed
complexes.
Definition 2.2. The expansion Exp(〈V q, B〉) of a mixed complex 〈V q, B〉)
is the complex isomorphic to V q[u−1] as a graded object in C, with u being a
formal variable of cohomological degree 2, and equipped with the differential
d+Bu, where d : V q → V q−1 is the differential in the complex V q.
We will write Exp(V q) when B is clear from the definition. The meaning
of the shorthand notation V q[u−1] is the same as in Example 1.2; as usual,
polynomials in u−1 are understood as a module over polynomials in u via
the identification k[u−1] = k[u, u−1]/uk[u]. Equivalently, Exp(V q) is the
sum-total complex of the bicomplex
(2.1) B−−−−→ V q[3]
B
−−−−→ V q[2]
B
−−−−→ V q[1]
B
−−−−→ V q,
and u : Exp(V q) → Exp(V q)[2] is induced by the obvious map shifting the
bicomplex by 1 in either direction. By definition, we have a short exact
sequence of complexes
0 −−−−→ V q −−−−→ Exp(V q)
u
−−−−→ Exp(V q)[2] −−−−→ 0.
The same shorthand notation is used in the following definition.
Definition 2.3. The periodic resp. co-periodic resp. polynomial periodic
expansions Per(V q) resp. Per(V q) resp. per(V q) of a mixed complex 〈V q, B〉
are the complexes in C given by
Per(V q) = V q((u)), Per(V q)((u−1)), per(V q) = V q[u, u−1]
as graded objects, each equipped with the differential d+Bu.
By definition, for every mixed complex 〈V q, B〉, we have natural maps
(2.2) Per(V q)
l
←−−−− per(V q)
r
−−−−→ Per(V q).
In general, neither of these maps is an isomorphism, or even a quasiisomor-
phism. We also have
(2.3) Per(V q) = lim
u
←
Exp(V q).
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All the periodic expansions of Definition 2.3 are obviously exact functors
on the category of mixed complexes. In particular, they all commute with
finite direct sums. The polynomial periodic expansion functor per(−) also
commutes with infinite direct sums. A filtration F
q
on the complex V q pre-
served by the differential B induces filtrations on Per(V q), Per(V q), per(V q)
by setting
(2.4)
F i Per(V q) = Per(F iV q),
F i Per(V q) = Per(F iV q),
F i per(V q) = per(F iV q)
for any integer i. The corresponding associated graded quotients are given
by
(2.5)
grFi Per(V q) = Per(gr
F
i V q),
grFi Per(V q) = Per(gr
F
i V q),
grFi per(V q) = per(gr
F
i V q),
again for any integer i.
Definition 2.4. A mixed complex 〈V q, B〉 with the differential d : V q+1 →
V q is contractible if there exists a map h : V q → V q+1 such that dh+ hd = id
and Bh = hB. A mixed complex is acyclic if it is acyclic with respect
to the differential d, and it is strongly acyclic if it is finite extension of
contractible mixed complexes. A map of mixed complexes f : V q → V ′
q
is a
quasiisomorphism resp. strong quasiisomorphism if if its cone is acyclic resp.
strongly acyclic.
Definition 2.5. A mixed complex 〈V q, B〉 is bounded from below if for some
integer n, τnV q is acylic, and it is strongly bounded from above if for some
integer n, the map τnV q → V q is a strong quasiisomorphism.
Lemma 2.6. If a map f : V q → V ′
q
of mixed complexes is a quasiisomor-
phism, then the map Per(f) : Per(V q)→ Per(V ′
q
) is a quasiisomorphism. If
f is a strong quasiisomorphism, then the maps per(f) and Per(f) are also
quasiisomorphisms.
Proof. For any mixed complex 〈V q, B〉, let per
q, q(V q) be the bicomplex
(2.6) B−−−−→ V q[1]
B
−−−−→ V q
B
−−−−→ V q[−1]
B
−−−−→ ,
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a periodic version of the bicomplex (2.1). Then by definition, we have
per(V q) = tot(per
q, q(V q)), and Per(V q) is its completion with respect to the
stupid filtration in the horizontal direction. Applying the spectral sequence
(1.6), we get the first claim. For the second claim, it suffices to check that for
a strongly acyclic mixed complex V q, per(V q) and Per(V q) are acyclic. This is
obvious: per(−) and Per(−) are exact functors, and they send contractible
mixed complexes to contractible complexes. 
Corollary 2.7. Assume given a mixed complex 〈V q, B〉.
(i) If V q is bounded from below in the sense of Definition 2.5, then the
natural map l : per(V q)→ Per(V q) is a quasiisomorphism.
(ii) If V q is strongly bounded from above in the sense of Definition 2.5,
then the natural map r : per(V q)→ Per(V q) is a quasiisomorphism.
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, it suffices to prove that if we have an integer n such
that Vi = 0 for i ≥ n resp. i ≤ n, then l resp. r is quasiisomorphism. In
fact, under these assumptions it is even an isomorphism. 
2.2 Cyclic groups. To obtain a useful example of a mixed complex, fix
an integer n ≥ 1, and let C = Z/nZ be the cyclic group of order n, with
the generator σ ∈ C. If we denote K1 = K0 = Z[C], then we have a natural
exact sequence
(2.7) 0 −−−−→ Z
κ1−−−−→ K1
id−σ
−−−−→ K0
κ0−−−−→ Z −−−−→ 0
of Z[C]-modules, where the action of C on Z is trivial. We thus have a
complex K q of Z[C]-modules of length 2, with homology in degrees 0 and 1
identified with Z. Denote
B = κ1 ◦ κ0 : K0 → K1.
Then B ◦ (id−σ) = (id−σ) ◦B = 0, so that B defines a map of complexes
(2.8) B : K q → K q[−1]
turning K q into a mixed complex. Explicitly, we have
B = id+σ + · · ·+ σn−1.
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Moreover, fix a ring R. Then the category C of left R[C]-modules is an
abelian category satisfying AB4 and AB4∗, and for any R[C]-module E, we
have a natural mixed complex
(2.9) K q(E) = K q ⊗ E
in C, with the differential B induced by the map (2.8). The expansion
Exp(K q(E)) is then the standard periodic free resolution of E. Since the
complex K q(E) is concentrated in a finite number of degrees, the maps (2.2)
for K q(E) are quasiisomorphisms – in fact, isomorphisms – and the complex
per(K q(E)) ∼= Per(K q(E)) ∼= Per(K q(E)) is acyclyc.
Taking coinvariants with respect to C, – or equivalently, with respect to
the generator σ ∈ C – we obtain a mixed complex K q(E)σ in the category
of R-modules. Its expansion
(2.10) C q(C,E) = Exp(K q(E)σ) ∼= Exp(K q(E))σ
is the standard periodic complex computing the homology groups H q(C,E),
and the periodic expansion
(2.11) Cˇ q(C,E) = Per(K q(E)σ) ∼= Per(K q(E))σ
computes the Tate homology groups Hˇ q(C,E). All the non-trivial terms of
these complexes are isomorphic to E as an R-modules, and the differentials
are id−σ resp. id+σ + · · ·+ σn−1 in odd resp. even degrees.
More generally, let E q be a complex of R[C]-modules. Then K q(E q) =
K q⊗E q equipped with a map (2.8) is still a mixed complex of R[C]-modules,
and taking coinvariants, we obtain a mixed complex K q(E q)σ of R-modules.
Since K q(E q)σ is no longer concentrated in a finite range of degrees, the
maps (2.2) need not be quasiisomorphisms anymore. However, we can still
define the Tate homology complex Cˇ q(C,E q) by (2.11), and for any quasi-
isomorphism E q → E′
q
of complexes of R[C]-modules, the corresponding
map
Cˇ q(C,E q)→ Cˇ q(C,E′
q
)
is a quasiisomorphism by Lemma 2.6. Taking other periodic expansions of
Definition 2.3, we obtain two more versions of the Tate cohomology complex
that we denote by
(2.12) ˇ¯C q(C,E q) = Per(K q(E q)σ), C˜ q(C,E q) = per(K q(E q)σ).
These are not in general invariant under quasiisomorphisms. To get an
invariance result, we proceed as in Definition 2.4.
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Definition 2.8. A complex E q in an abelian category C is strongly acyclic
if it is a finite extension of contractible complexes. A map f : E q → E′
q
is a
strong quasiisomorphism if its cone is strongly acylic.
Definition 2.9. A complex E q in an abelian category C is bounded from
below resp. strongly bounded from below if for some integer n, τnE q is acylic
resp. strongly acyclic, and it is bounded from above resp. strongly bounded
from above if for some integer n, the map τnE q → E q is a quasiisomorphism
resp. strong quasiisomorphism.
Lemma 2.10. (i) For every strong quasiisomorphism f of complexes of
R[C]-modules, the maps per(f) and Per(f) are quasiisomorphisms.
(ii) If a complex E q of R[C]-modules is bounded from below in the sense
of Definition 2.9, then the map l : C˜ q(C,E q) → Cˇ q(C,E q) is a quasi-
isomorphism. If E q is strongly bounded from above, then the map
r : C˜ q(C,E q)→ ˇ¯C q(C,E q) is a quasiisomorphism.
Proof. Since K(E)σ is an exact functor, the claims immediately follow from
Lemma 2.6 resp. Corollary 2.7. 
Lemma 2.11. For any complex E q of R[C]-modules, equip the Tate com-
plex C˜ q(C,E q) with the filtration induced by the stupid resp. canonical filtra-
tion on E q. Then its completion coincides with the complex ˇ¯C q(C,E q) resp.
Cˇ q(C,E q).
Proof. Clear. 
We will also need a version of homology complexes twisted by a sign.
Namely, let σ† = (−1)|C|+1σ ∈ R[C], where |C| is the order of the cyclic
group C. Then σ† is an invertible element of order |C|, so that any R[C]-
module E gives another R[C]-module E† with the generator of C acting
by σ†. Alternatively, E† = E ⊗ I, where I is the one-dimensional sign
representation: I = Z as a Z-module, and σ acts by (−1)|C|+1. Then taking
coinvariants with respect to σ†, we obtain a mixed complex K(E)σ† and its
expansions
(2.13)
C†
q
(C,E) = Exp(K(E)σ†)
∼= Exp(K(E))σ† ,
Cˇ†
q
(C,E) = Per(K(E)σ†)
∼= Per(K(E))σ† ,
the twisted versions of (2.10) and (2.11). Explicitly, all the terms in Cˇ†
q
(C,E)
are isomorphic to E as R-modules, with the alternating differentials id−σ†,
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id+σ† + . . .( σ
†)n−1. More generally, for any complex E q of R[C]-modules,
we have the mixed complex K(E q)σ† and its expansions
(2.14)
C†
q
(C,E q) = Exp(K q(E q)σ†), Cˇ
†
q
(C,E q) = Per(K q(E q)σ†),
ˇ¯C†
q
(C,E q) = Per(K q(E q)σ†), C˜
†
q
(C,E q) = per(K q(E q)σ†),
the twisted versions of (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12). We of course have
C†
q
(C,E q) ∼= C q(C,E q ⊗ I),
and similarly for the periodic complexes, so that the general properties of
periodic complexes also hold for their twisted versions. To wit, Cˇ†
q
(C,−)
sends quasiisomorphisms to quasiisomorphisms, and we have the maps (2.2),
Lemma 2.10 and Lemma 2.11.
Finally, let us note that one can modify the constructions of this Subsec-
tion in the following way. Take a larger finite cyclic group C ′ containing C,
and denote by K′
q
the complex (2.7) for the group C ′ considered as a com-
plex of R[C]-modules by restriction with respect to the embedding C ⊂ C ′.
Then K′
q
is also a mixed complex, and for any R[C]-module E, we can form
a mixed complex K′
q
(E)σ = (K
′ ⊗ E)σ and its expansions
(2.15) C q(C,C ′, E) = Exp(K′
q
(E)σ), Cˇ q(C,C
′, E) = Per(K′
q
(E)σ).
However, both K q and K′
q
are complexes of projective Z[C]-modules, and it
is easy to see that there a decomposition
K′
q
∼= K q ⊕K q
of mixed complexes of Z[C]-modules withK q contractible in the sense of Def-
inition 2.4. Therefore the complexes (2.15) are canonically chain-homotopy
equivalent to their counterparts (2.10), (2.11). Analogously, for any complex
E q of R[C]-modules, one can define complexes Cˇ q(C,C ′, E q), ˇ¯C q(C,C ′, E q),
C˜ q(C,C ′, E q) and their twisted versions as in (2.14); however, all these com-
plexes ara canonically chain-homotopy equivalent to their counterparts with-
out the group C ′.
2.3 Mixed resolutions. Now return to the general situation of Subsec-
tion 2.1: C is again an arbitrary abelian category satisfying AB4 and AB4∗.
We note that while every map of mixed complexes induces a map of their
expansions, the converse is not true – there are useful u-equivariant maps of
expansions that do not come from maps of mixed complexes. We will need
one example of this kind.
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Definition 2.12. Amixed resolution of an objectM ∈ C is a mixed complex
〈M q, B〉 in C, with homology objectsH q(M q), equipped with a map a :M0 →
M such that
(i) Mi = 0 for i < 0, and Hi(M q) = 0 for i ≥ 2,
(ii) a :M0 →M induces an isomorphism H0(M q) ∼=M , and
(iii) B : M q →M q[−1] induces an isomorphism H1(M q) ∼= H0(M q).
The cohomology class
α ∈ Ext2(M,M) ∼= Ext2(H0(M q),H1(M q))
of a mixed resolution M q is the class it represents by Yoneda as a complex.
Lemma 2.13. Assume given two mixed resolutions P q, M q of the same
object M ∈ C and with the same cohomology class α ∈ Ext2(M,M), and
assume that Pi is a projective object in C for any i ≥ 0. There there exists
a u-equivariant map
ν : Exp(P q)→ Exp(M q)
that induces the given isomorphism H0(P q) ∼= H0(M q) ∼=M in degree 0.
Proof. Since P0 is projective, the isomorphism H0(P q) → H0(M q) can be
lifted to a map ν0 : P0 → M0, and since both mixed resolutions have the
same cohomology class, and Pi is projective for any i ≥ 0, the map ν0 can
be extended to a map of complexes ν0 : P q →M q that induces the given iso-
morphism H1(P q) ∼= H0(P q) ∼= H0(M q) ∼= H1(M q) on homology in degree 1.
For any mixed complex V q and any i ≥ 0, denote by Fi Exp(V q) ⊂ Exp(V q)
be (−i)-th term of the stupid filtration of the bicomplex (2.1) in the hori-
zontal direction. Then by definition, u sends Fi Exp(V q) into Fi−1 Exp(V q),
and we have griF Exp(V q)
∼= V q[i]. By induction, we may assume that we are
given a u-equivariant map of complexes
νi : Fi Exp(P q)→ Fi Exp(M q),
and we need to extend it to a u-equivariant map νi+1. First extend it to a
u-equivarient graded map ν˜i+1 by setting
ν˜i+1 = u
−1νiu
on u−(i+1)P q ⊂ Fi Exp(P q). Then while ν˜i+1 does not necessarly commute
with the differential d+ uB, we know by induction that the commutator
(d+ uB)ν˜i+1 + ν˜i+1(d+ uB) : Fi+1 Exp(P q)→ Fi+1 Exp(M q)
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is divisible by ui. That is, we have (d + uB)ν˜i+1 + ν˜i+1(d + uB) = u
iτi for
some map τi : P q → M q. This is a map of complexes, and moreover, it is
equal to 0 on homology: if i = 1, this follows from our construction of the
map ν0, and for i ≥ 2, this follows directly from Definition 2.12 (i). Since
P q is a complex of projective objects, τi must be homotopic to 0 – that is,
τi = dhi + hid for some graded map hi : P q → M q+1. To finish the proof,
take νi = ν˜i + u
ihi. 
3 Cyclic homology.
3.1 Cyclic complexes. We will use the same notation and conventions
as in [Ka3, Section 1]; in particular, for any small category I and ring R, we
denote by Fun(I,R) the abelian category of functors from I to the category
of R-modules, and we denote by D(I,R) its derived category. For any
functor γ : I ′ → I between small categories, we denote by γ∗ : Fun(I ′, R)→
Fun(I,R) the pullback functors, and we denote by γ!, γ∗ : Fun(I,R) →
Fun(I ′, R) its left and right-adjoint. If I ′ is the point category, and γ is the
tautological projection, then by definition, for any E ∈ D(I,R),
L
q
γ!E = H q(I,E), R
q
γ∗E = H
q
(I,E)
are the homology resp. cohomology groups of the category I with coefficients
in E.
To study cyclic homology, we will use A. Connes’ cyclic category Λ of [C]
and its l-fold covers Λl, l ≥ 1, of [FT, Appendix, A2]. The exact definitions
can be found for example in [Ka3, Section 1]. We will need to know that
for any l ≥ 1, objects in Λl are numbered by non-negative integers, with
[n] ∈ Λl being the object corresponding to n ≥ 1, and that we have natural
functors
(3.1) il, πl : Λl → Λ
given by il([n]) = [nl], πl([n]) = [n] on the level of objects. If l = 1, both
functors are equivalences. Objects [n] ∈ Λ can be geometrically thought of
as cellular decompositions of the circle S1; 0-cells of such a decomposition
are called vertices. The set of vertices corresponding to [n] ∈ Λ is denoted
V ([n]), and this gives a functor V from Λ to the category of finite sets. For
any morphism f : [n′] → [n] and any vertex v ∈ V ([n]), the set f−1(v) ⊂
V ([n′]) carries a natural total order. For any n, l ≥ 1, the automorphism
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group Aut([n]) of the object [n] ∈ Λl is naturally identified with the cyclic
group Z/nlZ. Moreover, for any l ≥ 1, we have a natural functor
(3.2) jl : ∆
o → Λl,
where ∆o is the opposite to the category of finite non-empty totally ordered
sets. Contrary to the standard usage, we denote by [n] ∈ ∆ the set with n
elements, so that jl([n]) = [n]. For l = 1, we simplify notation by writing
j = j1, and for any l ≥ 1, we have πl ◦jl ∼= j. The functor j is an equivalence
between ∆o and the category of objects [n] ∈ Λ with a distinguished vertex
v ∈ V ([n]).
Recall that for any simplicial R-module M ∈ Fun(∆o, R), the homology
H q(∆o,M) can be computed by the standard complex CH q(M) with terms
CHi(M) =M([i+ 1]), i ≥ 0, and the differential given by
(3.3) d =
∑
0≤j≤i
(−1)jdij ,
where di
q
: [i] → [i + 1] are the standard face maps. We can also consider
the complex CH ′
q
(M) with the same terms CH ′i(M) =M([i+ 1]) and with
the differential
(3.4) d′ =
∑
0≤j<i
(−1)jdij.
This complex is canonically contractible. More generally, if we extend the
functors CH q(−) and CH ′
q
(−) to complexes as in (1.10), then for any com-
plex M q of simplicial R-modules, the complex CH ′
q
(M q) is acyclic, and the
complex CH q(M q) computes the homology H q(∆o,M q) of the category ∆o
with coefficients in M q. This homology is denoted HH q(M q).
Now, it is well-known and easy to check that if M = j∗l E for for l ≥ 1
and E ∈ Fun(Λl, R), then d ◦ (id−σ
†) = (id−σ†) ◦ d′, where in every degree
i, σ is the generator of the cyclic group Z/l(i+1)Z ∼= Aut([i+1]), and σ† is
its twist by the sign, as in Subsection 2.2. Therefore we have a natural map
of complexes
(3.5) id−σ† : CH ′
q
(j∗l E)→ CH q(j
∗
l E).
In particular, if we denote
(3.6) cci(E) = CHi(j
∗
l E)σ† = E([i + 1])σ† = Coker(id−σ
†), i ≥ 0,
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then the differential d of (3.3) descends to a well-defined differential d :
cc q(E) → cc q(E) turning cc q(E) into a functorial complex. We call it the
reduced cyclic complex of the object E ∈ Fun(Λl, R).
We note right away that if l is odd, then for any n ≥ 1, l(n+ 1) has the
same parity as (n + 1), so that the sign twist in the definition of σ† for the
objects [n] ∈ Λl, [n] ∈ Λ is the same. Then for any object E in Fun(Λl, R),
(3.6) provides a functorial isomorphism
(3.7) cc q(πl!E) ∼= cc q(E),
where πl is the functor (3.1).
To define the usual cyclic complex, we recall from [Ka3, Section 1] that
the exact sequences (2.7) for the groups Aut([n]), [n] ∈ Λl fit together into
a single exact sequence
(3.8) 0 −−−−→ Z
κ1−−−−→ K1 −−−−→ K0
κ0−−−−→ Z −−−−→ 0
in the category Fun(Λl,Z), with Z being the constant functor with value
Z. Then for any E ∈ Fun(Λl, R), we have a natural length-2 complex
K q(E) = K q⊗E whose homology objects are E in degree 0 and 1. Moreover,
equipping K q(E) with the differential B = κ1 ◦ κ0 turns it into a mixed
complex in Fun(Λl, R). Applying the functor cc q and taking the sum-total
complex, we obtain a functorial mixed complex
CH q(E) = tot(cc q(K q(E)))
in the category of R-modules.
By definition, CH q(E) is the cone of a map cc q(K1(E)) → cc q(K0(E))
induced by the map K1 → K0. Explicitly, we have natural identifications
(3.9) cc q(K0(E)) ∼= CH q(j
∗
l E), cc q(K1(E))
∼= CH ′
q
(j∗l E),
and the map is exactly the map (3.5). Thus we have a natural injective map
(3.10) CH q(j∗l E)→ CH q(E),
and the quotient CH ′
q
(j∗l E) is an acyclic complex, so that (3.10) is a quasi-
isomorphism. The homology of the complex CH q(E) is denoted HH q(E),
and it coincides with HH q(j∗l E). The augmentation map κ0 : K q(E) → E
induces a natural map
(3.11) γ : CH q(E)→ cc q(E).
In terms of the identifications (3.9), this map is given by the projections
from CHi(j
∗
l E), i ≥ 0, to their quotients cci(E) of (3.6).
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Definition 3.1. For any l ≥ 1 and any E ∈ Fun(Λl, R), the cyclic complex
CC q(E) is given by
CC q(E) = Exp(CH q(E)),
where Exp is the expansion of Definition 2.2. The homology of the complex
CC q(E) is denoted HC q(E).
Explicitly, CC q(E) is the total complex of a bicomplex whose even-
numbered columns are all isomorphic to CH q(j∗l E), and whose odd-numbe-
red columns are acyclic. For l = 1, CC q(E) is the standard cyclic complex
of a cyclic object E ∈ Fun(Λ, R) (see e.g. [L, Section 2.1.2]). By definition,
we have the embedding CH q(E) → CC q(E), and it fits into a short exact
sequence of complexes
0 −−−−→ CH q(E) −−−−→ CC q(E)
u
−−−−→ CC q(E)[2] −−−−→ 0,
where u is the periodicity map of Definition 2.2. The map γ of (3.11) extends
to a natural augmentation map
(3.12) α : CC q(E q)→ cc q(E q).
If for any [n] ∈ Λl, Hi(Z/nlZ, E([n]) = 0 for i ≥ 1, then this map is a
quasiisomorphism (this is obvious from the second spectral sequence for the
bicomplex that gives CC q(E)).
More generally, we extend the functor cc q(−) to complexes as in (1.10).
Then for every complex E q in Fun(Λl, R), we denote by K q(E q) the cone of
the natural map K1 ⊗ E q → K0 ⊗ E q, and we denote
(3.13) CH q(E q) = cc q(K q(E q)), CC q(E q) = Exp(CH q(E q)).
We also denote by HH q(E q) resp. HC q(E q) the homology of CH q(E q) resp.
CC q(E q). Alternatively, CH q(E q) is the cone of the natural map
id−σ† : CH ′
q
(j∗l E q)→ CH q(j
∗
l E q),
and in terms of the identifications (3.9), this map is the natural map induced
by the map K1 → K0. In particular, we have HH q(E q) ∼= HH q(j
∗
l E q), and
for any quasiisomorphism E q → E′
q
, the corresponding map
(3.14) CH q(E q)→ CH q(E′
q
)
of mixed complexes is a quasiisomorphism in the sense of Definition 2.4.
We note that Exp commutes with the totalization tot, so that we have
CC q(E q) ∼= cc q(Exp(K q(E q))). We also have natural augmentation maps γ,
α of (3.11) resp. (3.12).
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3.2 Periodic complexes – definitions. We now assume given a com-
plex E q in the category Fun(Λl, R), take the mixed complex CH q(E q), and
consider the periodic expansions of Definition 2.3.
Definition 3.2. Assume given a complex E q in the category Fun(Λl, R).
Then the periodic cyclic complex CP q(E q) and the co-periodic cyclic complex
CP q(E q) are given by
(3.15) CP q(E q) = Per(CH q(E q)), CP q(E q) = Per(CH q(E q)).
The homology of the complexes CP q(E q) resp. CP q(E q) are denoted by
HP q(E q) resp. HP q(E q).
The complexes CP q(E q) and CP q(E q) and their homology are the main
objects of study in this paper. Unfortunately, there is no map from one
complex to the other one. To be able to compare the two, we have to
consider an additional functorial complex.
Definition 3.3. For any complex E q in Fun(Λl, R), the polynomial periodic
cyclic complex cp q(E q) is given by
cp q(E q) = per(CH q(E q)) ∼= cc q(per(K q(E q))).
Then for any complex E q in Fun(Λl, R), the natural maps (2.2) induce
natural maps
(3.16) CP q(E q) ←−−−− cp q(E q) −−−−→ CP q(E q)
from the polynomial periodic cyclic complex cp q(E q) to the periodic and
co-periodic cyclic complexes. In general, neither of these maps is a quasi-
isomorphism. Moreover, for any quasiisomorphism f : E q → E′
q
, we can
consider the corresponding maps
(3.17) CP q(E q)→ CP q(E′
q
), CP q(E q)→ CP q(E′
q
), cp q(E q)→ cp q(E′
q
).
induced by the map (3.14). Then the first of these maps is a quasiisomor-
phism by Lemma 2.6, so that CP q(−) descends to a functor on the derived
category D(Λl, R). However, this need not be true for the other two maps, so
that neither cp q(−) nor CP q(−) are defined on the level of the derived cate-
gory, and one cannot study them by the standard techniques of homological
algebra.
One way out of this difficulty is to notice that for any abelian category
C, complexes in C strongly acyclic in the sense of Definition 2.8 form a
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triangulated subcategory in the homotopy category of chain complexes. One
can then invert strong quasiisomorphisms in C q(C) and obtain the so-called
absolute derived category Dabs(C). This a triangulated category introduced
and studied extensively by L. Positselski [P]. If a map E q → E′
q
is a strong
quasiisomorphism, then all the maps (3.17) are quasiisomorphisms, so that
cp q(−) and CP q(−) do descend to the co-derived category Dabs(Λl, R) of
the abelian category Fun(Λl, R). However, absolute derived categories are
at present not well enough understood for our purposes. So, for most of
our results, we adopt a more conventional approach – we equip everything
in sight with a filtration, and use filtered derived categories described in
Subsection 1.2.
We recall that the cyclic complex functor cc q(−) can be promoted to a
functor ccf of (1.12) from the category of filtered complexes in Fun(Λl, R)
with a termwise-split filtration to the category of filtered complexes of R-
modules. We will need to modify this slightly.
Definition 3.4. For any filtered complex 〈E q, F
q
〉 in Fun(Λl, R) with term-
wise-split filtration, the standard filtration F
q
on the complex cc q(E q) is given
by
(3.18) Fncc q(E q) = Fn−1ccf (E q),
where the filtered complex ccf (E q) is as in (1.11).
In other words, we shift the filtration on ccf (E q) by 1 in the sense of (1.4).
From now on, for any filtered complex E q in Fun(Λl, R) with a termwise-
split filtration, we will write simply cc q(E q) to mean cc q(E q) equipped with
the standard filtration (3.18).
For any filtered complex E q with termwise-split filtration, the filtration
on E q induces a termwise-split filtration on K q(E q) = K q⊗E q, and therefore
the standard filtration (3.18) induces a filtration on CH q(E q) = cc q(K q(E q)).
This filtration is preserved by the differential B in the mixed complex
CH q(E q), thus induces filtrations (2.4) on CP q(E), CP q(E) and cp q(E).
We will also call them the standard filtrations.
Spelling out Definition 3.4, we see that for any complex E q in Fun(Λl, R)
equipped with a termwise-split filtration F
q
, the associated graded quotient
of the mixed complex CH q(E q) with respect to the standard filtration is
given by
(3.19) griF CH q(E q)
∼=
⊕
m≥1
K q(gri−mF E q([m]))σ† [m− 1]
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for any integer i, where K q(−) is the mixed complex (2.9), and [m−1] in the
right-hands side stands for the homological shift. The associated graded quo-
tients of the periodic comlexes are then given by (2.5). In particular, since
the polynomial expansion functor commutes with arbitrary direct sums, we
have
(3.20) griF cp q(E q) =
⊕
m≥1
C˜†
q
(Z/lmZ, gri−mF E q([m]))[m − 1],
where C˜†
q
(−) is the twisted Tate homology complex of (2.14) with respect
to the cyclic group Z/mlZ = Aut([m]). Moreover, if E q is concentrated in a
finite range of filtered degrees, then the direct sum in (3.19) is in fact finite,
so that we also have
(3.21)
griF CP q(E q) =
⊕
m≥1
Cˇ†
q
(Z/lmZ, gri−mF E q([m]))[m − 1],
griF CP q(E q) =
⊕
m≥1
ˇ¯C†
q
(Z/lmZ, gri−mF E q([m]))[m − 1],
where Cˇ†
q
(−) and ˇ¯C†
q
(−) are again the complexes of (2.14).
3.3 Periodic complexes – first properties. It turns out that standard
filtrations are already useful when we take a complex E q in Fun(Λl, R) and
treat it as a filtered complex concentrated in filtered degree 0. Then by def-
inition, the standard filtrations on cp q(E q), CP q(E q), CP q(E q) are bounded
below (actually, already the term F 0 vanishes). However, while the standard
filtration on cp q(E q) is exhaustive, the same need not be true for CP q(E q)
or CP q(E q). In fact, let us introduce the following.
Definition 3.5. For any complex E q in Fun(Λl, R), the restricted periodic
resp. co-periodic complexes CP f
q
(E q), CP
f
q
(E q) are given by
CP f
q
(E q) = cc q(Per(K q(E q))), CP
f
q
(E q) = cc q(Per(K q(E q))).
Then CP f
q
(E q), CP
f
q
(E q) are precisely the completions of CP q(E q) resp.
CP q(E q) with respect to the standard filtrations in the sense of Defini-
tion 1.1. Alternatively, up to a shift of filtration, they coincide with the
extensions (1.11) of the functors CP q(−), CP q(−) from Fun(Λl, R) to com-
plexes of R-modules, so that the notation is consistent. Since the filtration
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on E q is bounded below, the standard filtrations are also bounded below,
and we have natural functorial maps
(3.22) CP f
q
(E q)→ CP q(E q), CP
f
q
(E q)→ CP q(E q).
Together with the natural maps
CP f
q
(E q) ←−−−− cp q(E q) −−−−→ CP
f
q
(E q)
obtained by applying cc q to the maps (2.2), the maps (3.22) fit into the
following diagram
(3.23)
cp q(E q)
r
−−−−→ CP
f
q
(E q)
R
−−−−→ CP q(E q)∥∥∥
cp q(E q)
l
−−−−→ CP f
q
(E q)
L
−−−−→ CP q(E q),
a refinement of (3.16). All the maps in this diagram are injective maps of
complexes, and in general, none of them are quasiisomorphisms.
By (3.21) and Lemma 2.6, for any quasiisomorphism E q → E′
q
of com-
plexes in Fun(Λl, R), the first map in (3.17) is a filtered quasiisomorphism
with respect to the standard filtration, so that the corresponding map
CP f
q
(E q)→ CP f
q
(E′
q
)
is a quasiisomorphism. Therefore just as CP q(−), the complex CP f
q
(−) is
defined on the level of the derived category D(Λl, R), and so is the map L of
(3.23). Note that the map need not be an isomorphism even in the simplest
examples such as the following.
Lemma 3.6. Let E q be the constant functor R placed in homological de-
gree 0. Then CP q(R) is quasiisomorphic to the free rank-1 module over
the Laurent power series ring R((u)), while CP f
q
(R) is quasiisomorphic to
(R
L
⊗Z (Q/Z))((u))[1]. The map L of (3.23) fits into a distinguished triangle
CP f
q
(R)
L
−−−−→ CP q(R) −−−−→ CP q(R⊗Z Q) −−−−→
Proof. Let Ei = R, i ≥ 0, let ei : Ei → Ei+1 be given by
ei =
{
(i+ 1) id, i = 2n,
2 id, i = 2n + 1,
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and consider the bicomplex E q, q of Lemma 1.6. Then one immediately checks
that the periodic bicomplex per
q, q(CH q(R)) of (2.6) coincides on the nose
with E q, q((u)). To finish the proof, apply Lemma 1.6. 
As for the other functorial complexes of (3.23), then in the simple situ-
ation such as that of Lemma 3.6, they contain no new information. Indeed,
one checks easily that for any complex E q concentrated in a finite range of
homological degrees, the maps r, l, and R are isomorphisms, so that the
only non-trivial invariants of E q are CP q(E q) and CP f
q
(E q) ∼= cp q(E q) ∼=
CP
f
(E q) ∼= CP q(E q).
For unbounded complexes, the situation is more difficult, and neither of
the maps is even a quasiisomorphism without additional assumptions. The
only obvious general fact is the following result.
Lemma 3.7. For any complex E q in Fun(Λl, R), we have quasiisomor-
phisms CP f
q
(E q)⊗Q ∼= cp q(E q)⊗Q ∼= CP
f
q
(E q)⊗Q ∼= 0.
Proof. Since all the complexes are complete with respect to the standard
filtration, it suffices to check that all the associated graded quotients (3.20),
(3.21) are acyclic. But once we tensor with Q, the differential in the Tate
homology complex becomes chain-homotopic to 0. 
To analyse CP q(E q), we can also use the standard filtrations, but in a
different way: take a complex E q in Fun(Λl, R), and equip it with the stupid
filtration instead of the trivial one (it is automatically termwise-split). Then
we have the following result.
Lemma 3.8. Assume that a complex E q in Fun(Λl, R) is equipped with a
stupid filtration. Then the map
R ◦ r : cp q(E q)→ CP q(E q)
is a filtered quasiisomorphism with respect to the standard filtrations, and
CP q(E q) is complete.
Proof. In the case of the stupid filtration, (3.19) provides an isomorphism
(3.24) griF CH q(E q)
∼=
⊕
m≥1
K q(Ei−m([m]))σ† [i− 1]
for any integer i. In particular, for any i, griF CH q(E q) is concentrated in
a finite range of cohomological degrees (degrees −i and 1 − i, to be exact).
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Then R◦r is a filtered quasiisomorphism by (2.5). Moreover, the completion
of the complex cp q(E q) can be computed as in Example 1.2, and it clearly
coincides with CP q(E q). 
Corollary 3.9. For any complex E q in Fun(Λ, R), the complex CP q(E q)⊗Q
is acyclic.
Proof. Equip E q with the stupid filtration as in Lemma 3.8, so that the
tensor product CP q(E q) ⊗ Q ∼= CP q(E q ⊗ Q) is complete with respect to
the standard filtration. Then it suffices to check that its associated graded
quotient is acyclic. By (3.24), this associated graded quotient is a sum of
Tate cohomology complexes, and as in Lemma 3.7, these become acyclic
after tensoring with Q. 
3.4 Representing objects. Assume given a small category I and a ring
R, and denote by Io the opposite category. Then for any objects E ∈
Fun(I,R), M ∈ Fun(Io,Z), the tensor product E⊗IM is the cokernel of the
natural map⊕
f :i→i′
E(i) ⊗M(i′)
E(f)⊗id− id⊗M(i′)
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
⊕
i∈I
E(i) ⊗M(i),
where the sum in the right-hand side is over all objects i ∈ I, and the sum in
the left-hand side is over all morphisms f : i→ i′ in I. This tensor product
and its derived functor −
L
⊗I − are very convenient for representing functors
from Fun(I,R) to R-modules or complexes of R-modules. For example, for
any E ∈ Fun(I,R), we have a natural identification
(3.25) E
L
⊗I Z ∼= H q(I,E),
where Z ∈ Fun(Io,Z) is the constant functor. On the other hand, for any
object i ∈ I, we have a natural Yoneda-type identification
(3.26) E(i) ∼= E ⊗I Zi ∼= E
L
⊗I Zi,
where Zi ∈ Fun(I
o,Z) is the representable functor given by
Zi(i
′) = Z[I(i′, i)],
with I(i′, i) standing for the set of morphisms f : i′ → i in I. Thus to com-
pute homology H q(I,E) by an explicit complex functorial in E, it suffices to
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find a resolution of the constant functor Z ∈ Fun(Io,Z) by sums of objects
Zi, i ∈ I.
Applying this formalism to cyclic homology, we can represent the func-
torial complexes cc q(−), CH q(−), CC q(−) of Subsection 3.1. Namely, fix an
integer l ≥ 1, for any i ≥ 0, let
Qi = Z[i+1] ∈ Fun(Λ
o
l ,Z),
and let qi = (Qi)σ† be cokernel of the natural map id−σ
† : Qi → Qi, where
σ is the generator of the cyclic group Z/(i+1)lZ = Aut([i+1]), and σ† is as
in Subsection 2.2. Then (3.3) defines a differential d : Q q+1 → Q q turning
Q q into a complex, and it descends to a differential d : q q+1 → q q. By (3.26),
we then have
cc q(E) ∼= (E ⊗Λl Q q)σ
∼= E ⊗Λl q q
for any object E ∈ Fun(Λl, R). Analogously, (3.4) defines a differential
d′ : Q q+1 → Q q. Denote the resulting complex by Q
′
q
, and denote by P q the
cone of the natural map of complexes
(3.27) Q′
q
→ Q q
given by (id−σ†) termwise. Then P q is a mixed complex in Fun(Λol ,Z), and
we have
CH q(E) ∼= E ⊗Λl P q
for any E ∈ Fun(Λl, R).
Lemma 3.10. The mixed complex P q is a mixed resolution of the constant
functor Z ∈ Fun(Λol ,Z) in the sense of Definition 2.12.
Proof. The statement is essentially [FT, Appendix, A3], but we reproduce
the proof for the convenience of the reader. By (3.26), it suffices to prove
that for any [n] ∈ Λl, the mixed complex CH q(Z[n]) is a mixed resolution of
the abelian group Z. Fix [n], and denote by E q, E′
q
the cokernel resp. kernel
of the natural map
CH ′
q
(j∗l Z[n])
id−σ†
−−−−→ CH q(j∗l Z[n])
whose cone is the complex CH q(Z[n]). Then for any [m] ∈ Λl, the action
of the cyclic group Z/mlZ = Aut([m]) on the set of morphisms Λl([n], [m])
is free. Therefore for any i ≥ 0, the differential B in the mixed complex
CH q(Z[n]) is an isomorphism between the cokernel Ei and the kernel E
′
i
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of the endomorphism id−σ† of the Z[Z/l(i + 1)Z]-module Z[n]([i + 1]) =
Z(Λl([n], [i+1])). We conclude that B factors through an isomorhism E q →
E′
q
, so that it suffices to prove that E q is a resolution of Z. But E q is precisely
the standard chain complex of the elementary simplex ∆o[n] ∈ ∆
o Sets. 
As a corollary of Lemma 3.10, we see that the expansion Exp(P q) of the
complex P q is a resolution of the constant functor Z ∈ Fun(Λl,Z), so that
by (3.25), for any E ∈ Fun(Λl, R), the complex
(3.28) CC q(E) = Exp(CH q(E)) ∼= Exp(E ⊗Λl P q)
∼= E ⊗Λl Exp(P q)
computes the homology H q(Λl, R) of the category Λl with coefficients in E,
and more generally, we have HC q(E q) ∼= H q(Λl, E q) for any complex E q in
Fun(Λl, R) (this is of course well-known, see e.g. [FT, Appendix, Corollary
A3.2]). Lemma 3.6 then implies another well-known fact, namely, that the
cohomology H
q
(Λl,Z) is the free algebra Z[u] in one generator u of degree
2, and the cohomology class of the mixed resolution P q is exactly u.
For some applications of the tensor product formalism, one does not even
need to know the exact shape of the representing complexes. For example,
we will need the following easy observation.
Lemma 3.11. For any complex E q in Fun(Λl, R), the map
(3.29) α : CC q(K q(E q))→ cc q(K q(E q)) ∼= CH q(E q)
induced by the augmentation map (3.12) is a quasiisomorphism.
Proof. The functor CH q(−) is represented by the complex P q of Lemma 3.10,
and the functor CC q(K q(E q)) is also obviously represented by a complexM q
of projective objects in Fun(Λol ,Z). Both P q andM q are bounded from above
(by 0, but this is not important). The map (3.29) is induced by a map of
complexes
a : M q → P q.
Since for any [n] ∈ Λl, both K0([n]) and K1([n]) are free Z[Z/nlZ]-modules,
Hi(Z/nlZ,K0(E)) = Hi(Z/nl,K1(E)) = 0 for any i ≥ 1 and any object E
in Fun(Λl, R). Therefore the map (3.29) is a quasiisomorphism when E q
is concentrated in a single homological degree. By (3.26), this means that
a is a quasiisomorphism after evaluating at any object [n] ∈ Λol , thus a
quasiisomorphism of complexes in Fun(Λol ,Z). But since both M q and P q
are complexes of projective objects bounded from above, a must then be
a chain-homotopy equivalence. Therefore the map (3.29) is also a chain-
homotopy equivalence, thus a quasiisomorphism for any E q. 
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Observe now that in fact, both the differentials (3.3) and (3.4) only
involve the standard face maps – that is, injective maps in ∆. These cor-
respond to surjective maps in ∆o and in Λl. Therefore if we denote by
Λl ⊂ Λl the subcategory of surjective maps, and let e : Λl → Λl be the nat-
ural embedding, then for any E ∈ Fun(Λl, R), the mixed complex CH q(E)
only depends on the restriction e∗E ∈ Fun(Λl, R). In terms of representing
objects, denote
Qi = Z[i+1] ∈ Fun(Λ
o
l ,Z)
for any i ≥ 0. Then we have Qi ∼= e!Qi, the differentials d, d
′ : Q q+1 → Q q
are induced by differentials d, d′ : Q
q+1 → Q q, and we have
Q q ∼= e!Q q, Q
′
q
∼= e!Q q
for some canonical complexes Q
q
, Q
′
q
in Fun(Λ
o
l ,Z). Moreover, since σ ∈
Aut([m]) is surjective for any [m] ∈ Λl, the map (3.27) is induced by a map
id−σ† : Q
′
q
→ Q
q
, and we have
P q ∼= e!P q,
where P q is the cone of id−σ.
Lemma 3.12. The complex P q is a mixed resolution of the constant functor
Z ∈ Fun(Λ
o
l ,Z) in the sense of Definition 2.12.
Proof. Literally the same as Lemma 3.10, except that the complex E q is not
the standard chain complex of the elementary simplex ∆o[n] ∈ ∆
o Sets but
rather, its normalized chain complex. 
4 Projections and subdivisions.
4.1 Edgewise subdivision. Fix an integer l ≥ 1, and consider the func-
tor il of (3.1). Recall the following result.
Lemma 4.1. For any ring R and any E ∈ D(Λ, R), the natural map
H q(Λl, i
∗
lE)→ H q(Λ, E)
induced by the functor il is an isomorphism. 
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This result is known as “edgewise subdivision” and goes back to Segal
and Quillen (a short proof with exactly the same notation as in this paper
can be found in [Ka2, Lemma 1.14]).
The homology groupsH q(Λ,−), H q(Λl,−) can be computed by the cyclic
complexes CC q(−), and it is natural to ask whether one can lift the edgewise
subdivision isomorphism to a map of complexes. To do this, one can use the
representing complexes P q of Subsection 3.4. By Lemma 3.10, both P q and
i∗l P q are mixed resolutions of the constant functor Z ∈ Fun(Λ
o
l ,Z). More-
over, Lemma 4.1 shows that the natural map i∗l : H
2(Λo,Z)→ H2(Λol ,Z) is
an isomorphism, so that both resolutions have the same cohomology class
u = i∗l u. Since Pi is a projective object for any i, we can apply Lemma 2.13
and obtain a quasiisomorphism
νl : Exp(P q)→ i
∗
l Exp(P q).
Applying (3.28), for any complex E q in Fun(Λ, R), we obtain a functorial
map
(4.1) νl : CC q(i
∗
lE q)→ CC q(E q)
realizing the edgewise subdivision isomorphism on the chain level.
Moreover, we can do this construction using the complexes P q instead
of the complexes P q and Lemma 3.12 instead of Lemma 3.10. Indeed, the
functor il induces a functor ı¯l : Λl → Λ such that e ◦ ı¯l ∼= il ◦ e, and since
the adjunction map
P q → e∗e!P q ∼= e
∗P q
is a quasiisomorphism, P q and ı¯∗l P q are also mixed resolutions of the constant
functor Z with the same cohomology class. Therefore Lemma 2.13 provides
a natural map
(4.2) νl : Exp(P q)→ i
∗
l Exp(P q).
This map induces a map
νl : CC q(¯ı
∗
lE q)→ CC q(E q)
for any complex E q in Fun(Λ, R). In general, this map is not a quasiiso-
morphism; however, if E q = e∗E q for some complex E q in Fun(Λ, R), it is a
quasiisomorphism since it coincides with the map (4.1).
Using P q instead of P q has the following advantage. By (2.3), a map
ν provided by Lemma 2.13 uniquely extends to a u-equivariant map ν :
Per(P q)→ Per(M q). In particular, the map (4.1) extends to a map
(4.3) νl : CP q(i
∗
lE q)→ CP q(E q)
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for any complex E q in Fun(Λ, R).
Lemma 4.2. Assume given a complex E q in Fun(Λ, R) equipped with a
termwise-split filtration, and assume that the map (4.1) is induced by a map
(4.2). Then the corresponding map νl of (4.3) sends cp q(i
∗
lE q) ⊂ CP q(i
∗
lE q)
into cp q(E q) ⊂ CP q(E q), and induces a filtered map
(4.4) νl : cp q(i
∗
lE
[l]
q
)→ cp q(E q)[l],
where the complexes cp q(−) are equipped with standard filtrations of Subsec-
tion 3.2, and [l] stand for the filtrations rescaled by l, as in (1.4).
Proof. It obviously suffices to prove both claims when E q is a single object E
concentrated in a single filtered degree, say degree n. Let m be the integer
such that lm ≤ n < l(m + 1), so that E[l] is concentrated in the filtered
degree m. Then the standard filtration on CP q(i∗lE q) is the shift by m of
the filtration induced by the filtrations on Q
q
, Q
′
q
assigning filtered degree
−(i + 1) to Qi. Analogously, the standard filtration on CP q is obtained by
assigning filtered degree −(i + 1) to Qi and shifting by n. Then to prove
the second claim, it suffices to show that Hom(Qi, i
∗
lQj) = 0 for j+1−n >
l(i + 1−m). Since n ≥ lm, it suffices to let n = m = 0. Then the claim is
clear – by Yoneda Lemma, we have
Hom(Qi, i
∗
lQj)
∼= i∗lQj([i+ 1])
∼= Qj([l(i+ 1)])
∼= Z[Λ([l(i+ 1)], [j + 1])],
and the set Λ([l(i + 1)], [j + 1]) is empty unless j + 1 ≤ l(i + 1). The first
claim immediately follows from the second, since cp q(E) ∼= CP f (E) is then
the filtered completion of CP q(E), and analogously for cp q(i∗lE). 
Note that since all the rescalings of a given filtration are commensurable,
Lemma 3.8 shows that if we equip a complex E q with the stupid filtration,
the completion of the target of the map (4.4) coincides with CP q(E q). How-
ever, the induced filtration on i∗lE
[l]
q
is not the stupid filtration because of
the rescaling. To adjust for this, we introduce the following.
Definition 4.3. For any complex E q in Fun(Λl, R) and any integer n, the
complex CP
[n]
(E q) is the completion of the complex cp q(E q) with respect to
the standard filtration of Definition 3.4 corresponding to the n-th rescaling
F
q
[n] of the stupid filtration on E q. The homology of the complex CP
[n]
(E q)
is denoted HP
[n]
(E q).
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Then if n = 1, CP
[1]
q
(E q) coincides with CP q(E q) by Lemma 3.8, but for
n > 1 this need not be the case. Nevertheless, the map (4.4) induces a map
(4.5) νl : CP
[l]
(i∗lE q)→ CP (E q)
for any complex E q in Fun(Λ, R).
4.2 Filtered refinement. Assume now that l = p is an odd prime that
annihilates our base ring R. Then we have the following filtered counterpart
of Lemma 4.1.
Proposition 4.4. Assume that l = p is an odd prime such that pR = 0.
Then for any map νp of (4.2) and any filtered complex E q in Fun(Λ, R), the
corresponding filtered map (4.4) provided by Lemma 4.2 is a filtered quasi-
isomorphism.
In order to prove this, we need a preliminary lemma. Let k = Z/pZ be
the prime field corresponding to p, fix an integer n, and consider the group
algebra k[Z/npZ]. We have a natural augmentation map
aug : k[Z/npZ]→ k
sending the generator σ ∈ Z/npZ to (−1)np, so that aug(σ†) = 1. Moreover,
assume given two elements a, b ∈ k[Z/npZ] such that
(4.6)
(1− σ†)a = b(1− σ†),
(1 + σ† + · · · + (σ†)np−1)b = b(1 + σ† + · · ·+ (σ†)np−1).
Then for any k[Z/pnZ]-module E, we have a functorial u-equivariant map
of twisted Tate homology complexes
(4.7) f(a, b) : Cˇ†
q
(Z/npZ, E)→ Cˇ†
q
(Z/npZ, E)
given by
f(a, b) =
{
a on C†2i(Z/np,E),
b on C†2i+1(Z/np,E)
for any integer i, and any u-equivariant functorial map (4.7) arises in this
way.
Lemma 4.5. In the assumptions above, the following are equivalent:
(i) aug(a) 6= 0,
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(ii) aug(b) 6= 0,
(iii) f(a, b) is a quasiisomorphism for any E.
Proof. Note that (4.6) implies that (1 − σ†)(a − b) = 0, and since Z/pnZ
has no homology with coefficients in its regular representation, this implies
that (a − b) = (1 + σ† + · · · + (σ†)np−1)h for some h ∈ k[Z/npZ]. Since
aug(1 + σ† + · · · + (σ†)pn−1) = np = 0, we have aug(a) = aug(b), so that
(i) and (ii) are equivalent. Since any group acts trivially on its homology,
Z/pnZ acts on the homology of the twisted Tate complex Cˇ†(E) via the sign
representation, so that the map f(a, b) acts on this homology by aug(a) in
even degrees and aug(b) in odd degrees. Thus (i) and (ii) together imply
(iii). Conversely, to deduce (i) and (ii) from (iii), take E to be the trivial
representation k. 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. By (3.20), it suffices to prove the claim when E q is
a single object E placed in a single filtered degree i. Since R is p-torsion, the
twisted Tate homology complexes Cˇ†
q
(Z/mZ,M) are acyclic for any m not
divisible by p and any R[Z/mZ]-module M , so that by (3.20), grmF cp q(E)
is acyclic unless m − i divides p. Therefore for any integer m, we have a
quasiisomorphism
grmF cp q(E q)
[p] ∼= gr
pn+i
F cp q(E q),
where n is the integer such that pn ≤ m− i < p(n+ 1). For any n ≥ 1, the
map νp induces a functorial u-equivariant map
gr
i−np
F νp : Cˇ
†
q
(Z/npZ, i∗pE([n]))→ Cˇ
†
q
(Z/npZ, E([np]))[−n(p − 1)],
and we have to prove that all these maps are quasiisomorphisms. Since
i∗pE([n])
∼= E([np]), and the Tate complex is 2-periodic, thus n(p − 1)-
periodic, we have
(4.8) gri−npF νp = f(an, bn)
for some an, bn ∈ Z[Z/npZ] satisfying (4.6). By Lemma 4.5, we then have
to prove that aug(an) and aug(bn) are invertible for any n ≥ 1.
We note that by construction, an and bn are universal constants that
only depend on p, and do not depend on R and E. Thus we can take R = k,
and take as E the constant functor k ∈ Fun(Λ, k) placed in filtered degree 0.
Then i∗pE is also constant, so that all the terms in the complexes CH q(E),
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CH ′
q
(E), CH q(i∗pE), CH
′
q
(i∗pE) are identified with k, and one immediately
checks that the differentials d, d′ are given by
d =
{
id on CH2i−1(i
∗
pE),
0 on CH2i(i
∗
pE),
d′ =
{
0 on CH ′2i−1(i
∗
pE),
id on CH ′2i(i
∗
pE),
as in Lemma 3.6. Therefore for any i ≥ 1, we have
aug(b2i−1) = aug(b2i−1) ◦ d
′ = d ◦ aug(a2i),
aug(a2i) = aug(a2i) ◦ d = d
′ ◦ aug(b2i+1),
and by Lemma 4.5 and induction on i, it suffices to prove that aug(a1) ∈ k
is non-zero. By Lemma 3.6, this amounts to checking that the map
νp : cp q(i
∗
pE)
∼= CP q(i∗pE)→ cp q(E)
∼= CP q(E)
is a quasiisomorphism, and moreover, by the same Lemma 3.6, we have
quasiisomorphisms CP q(i∗pE)
∼= CP q(i∗pE) and CP q(E)
∼= CP q(E). Then
we are done by Lemma 4.1. 
In particular, we can equip any complex E q in Fun(Λ, R) with the stupid
filtration. Then the map νp gives by completion the map (4.5), and Proposi-
tion 4.4 shows that it is a quasiisomorphim (provided l = p is an odd prime
that annihilates R). We also have the following statement for the restricted
complexes CP f(−), CP
f
(−) of Definition 3.5.
Corollary 4.6. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.4, the map νp ex-
tends to quasiisomorphisms
(4.9) CP f
q
(i∗pE q)
∼= CP f
q
(E q), CP
f
q
(i∗pE q)
∼= CP
f
q
(E q).
Proof. Place the complex E q in filtered degree 0, and equip the complexes
cp q(E q), cp q(i∗pE q) with the corresponding standard filtrations F
q
. Moreover,
assume given an additional filtration W
q
on E q, and equip i∗pE q with the
induced filtration. Then since i∗p is an exact functor, we have i
∗
p gr
q
W E q
∼=
gr
q
W i
∗
pE q, and for any n ≥ 1, the quasiisomorphism
F−nνp : F
−ncp q(i∗pE q)
∼= F−ncp q(E q)
of Proposition 4.4 is a filtered quasiisomorphism with respect to filtrations
induced by W
q
. Therefore if we denote
cpW
q
(E q) = lim
n
→
̂F−ncp q(E q), cpW
q
(i∗pE q) = limn
→
̂F−ncp q(i∗pE q),
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where the completions in the right-hand side are taken with respect to the
filtration induced by W
q
, then νp gives a quasiisomorphism
νp : cp
W
q
(i∗pE q)
∼= cpW
q
(E q).
It remains to notice that if W
q
is the canonical resp. stupid filtration on
E q, then by Lemma 2.11 and (3.20), (3.21), the complex cpW
q
(E q) coincides
with CP f (E q) resp. CP
f
(E q). 
4.3 Projections. Consider now the second functor of (3.1), namely, the
projection πl : Λl → Λ. By definition, for any E ∈ D(Λl, R), we have
H q(Λl, E) ∼= H q(Λ, L
q
πp!E).
However, unlike i∗l , the functor π
∗
l does not induce an isomorphism on ho-
mology and cohomology. In fact, the natural map
π∗l : H
q
(Λl, R)→ H
q
(Λ, R)
sends the generator u of the algebra H
q
(Λl, R) ∼= R[u] to lu, where u is the
generator of R[u] ∼= H
q
(Λ, R).
In particular, assume that l = p is a prime such that pR = 0. Then
π∗pu vanishes. Therefore by adjunction, for any E ∈ D(Λ, R) such that
E ∼= L
q
πp!E
′ for some E′ ∈ D(Λp, R), the connecting differential in the long
exact sequence
(4.10) H q(Λ, E)[1] −−−−→ H q(∆o, j∗E)
γ
−−−−→ H q(Λ, R) −−−−→
vanishes, so that the natural map γ : H q(∆o, j∗E) → H q(Λ, E) admits a
splitting
(4.11) H q(Λ, E)→ H q(∆o, j∗E).
The goal of this subsection is to refine this observation to a statement on
the level of complexes, similar to Proposition 4.4.
For any complex E q in Fun(Λp, R), πp!K q(E q) is a mixed complex in
Fun(Λ, R). Denote by
(4.12) πp♭E q = per(πp!K q(E q))
its polynomial periodic expansion. By virtue of the identification (3.7), (3.3)
gives a canonical isomorphism
(4.13) cp q(E q) ∼= cc q(πp♭E q).
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Moreover, denote
cph q(E q) = CH q(πp♭E q) = cc q(K q(πp♭E q)).
Then by the projection formula, we have
(4.14) K q(πp♭E q) ∼= πp♭E q ⊗K q ∼= πp♭(E q ⊗ π
∗
pK q),
so that we have a natural isomorphism
(4.15) cph q(E q) ∼= cp q(E q ⊗ π∗pK q),
and the natural map (3.11) gives a natural functorial map
(4.16) γ : cph q(E q)→ cp q(E q),
a chain-level lifting of the map γ of (4.10). Under the identification (4.15),
the map γ is induced by the natural map of complexes
(4.17) γ˜ : π∗pK q → k
given by the pullback π∗p(κ0) of the map κ0 of (3.8) in homological degree 0.
The functor πp♭ of (4.12) is exact, so that any filtration F
q
on a complex
E q in Fun(Λp, R) induces a filtration
(4.18) F iπp♭E q = πp♭F
iE q ⊂ πp♭E q, i ∈ Z
on πp♭E q. If F
q
was termwise-split, then this induced filtration is also
termwise-split, and if we equip cp q(E q) with the standard filtration of Def-
inition 3.4, the isomorphism (4.13) is a filtered isomorphism. Analogously,
if we equip the product E q ⊗ π∗pK q with the filtration induced by F
q
, and
consider the corresponding standard filtration on cp q(E q ⊗ π∗pK q), the iden-
tification (4.15) becomes a filtered isomorphism, and the map (4.16) is a
filtered map.
Lemma 4.7. Assume that pR = 0. Then for any complex E q in the cate-
gory Fun(Λp, R), we have a natural complex c˜p q(E q) and a map
δ : c˜p
q
(E q)→ cph q(E q)
such that γ◦δ : c˜p
q
(E q)→ cp q(E q) is a quasiisomorphism. Both c˜p
q
(E q) and
δ are functorial in E q. Moreover, if E q carries a termwise-split filtration,
then c˜p
q
(E q) carries a functorial standard filtration such that δ is a filtered
map, and γ ◦ δ is a filtered quasiisomorphism.
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Proof. Since p annihilates R, we may replace the objects K0, K1 in (2.7)
and (3.8) with their reductions modulo p, and take the tensor product in
(2.9) over k = Z/pZ. Then (3.8) provides an exact sequence
0 −−−−→ k
κ1−−−−→ K1 −−−−→ K0
κ0−−−−→ k −−−−→ 0
in Fun(Λ, k) that represents by Yoneda the generator u of the cohomology
algebra H
q
(Λ, k) ∼= k[u]. Since π∗pu = 0, the sequence
0 −−−−→ k
κ1−−−−→ π∗pK1 −−−−→ π
∗
pK0
κ0−−−−→ k −−−−→ 0
represents the trivial class. Therefore by the standard criterion, there exists
an object K01 ∈ Fun(Λp, k) with a three-step filtration w
iK01, i = 0, 1, 2,
such that w2K01 ∼= k, w
1K01 ∼= π
∗
pK1, K01/w
2K01 ∼= π
∗
pK0, K01/w
1K01 ∼= k.
Equivalently, denote by K˜ q the complex with terms K˜1 = π
∗
pK1, K˜0 = K01,
and the differential given by the embedding π∗pK1
∼= w1K01 →֒ K01. Then
the projection K01 → K0 induces a map of complexes
(4.19) δ˜ : K˜ q → π∗pK q,
and its composition γ˜ ◦ δ˜ : K˜ q → k with the map (4.17) is a surjective map
of complexes with contractible kernel. To prove the lemma, it remains to
denote
(4.20) E˜ q = E q ⊗k K˜ q
and let c˜p
q
(E q) = cp q(E˜ q), δ = cp q(id⊗δ˜). Indeed, E˜ q → E q = id⊗(γ˜ ◦ δ˜) is
also a surjective map of complexes with contractible kernel, hence a strong
quasiisomorphism in the sense of Definition 2.8, and therefore the map δ◦γ =
cp q(id⊗(δ˜ ◦ γ˜)) is a quasiisomorphism. The same is true in presence of
filtrations. 
We note that since the map δ provided by Lemma 4.7 is compatible
with filtrations, it automatically has a completed counterpart. Namely, let
CPH
[p]
q
(E q) be the completion of the complex cph q(E q) with respect to the
standard filtration corresponding to the p-th rescaling of the stupid filtration
on E q. Then the map γ of (4.16) gives by completion a natural map
γ : CPH
[p]
q
(E q)→ CP
[p]
q
(E q),
where CP
[p]
q
(E q) is as in Definition 4.3, and map δ of Lemma 4.7 extends
to a map of complete complexes such that δ ◦ γ is a quasiisomorphism.
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Analogously, denote CPH q(E q) = CP q(E q ⊗ π∗pK q). Then we have natural
maps
CP q(E˜ q)
δ
−−−−→ CPH q(E q)
γ
−−−−→ CP q(E q)
whose completion is a quasiisomorphism. Moreover, Lemma 4.7 has an ob-
vious counterpart for the restricted periodic complexes CP f
q
(E q), CP
f
q
(E q).
Namely, denote by
(4.21) πˇp♭E q = Per(πp!K q(E q)), ˇ¯πp♭E q = Per(πp!K q(E q))
the periodic and co-periodic expansions of the mixed complex πp!(K q(E q)),
and let
CPHf
q
(E q) = CH q(πˇp♭E q) ∼= CP
f
q
(E q ⊗ π∗pK q),
CPH
f
q
(E q) = CH q(ˇ¯πp♭E q) ∼= CP
f
q
(E q ⊗ π∗pK q).
Then we have natural maps
γ :CPHf
q
(E q)→ CP f
q
(E q) ∼= cc q(πˇp♭E q),
γ :CPH
f
q
(E q)→ CP
f
q
(E q) ∼= cc q(ˇ¯πp♭E q),
and the same argument as in Lemma 4.7 provides maps δ such that γ ◦ δ is
a quasiisomorphism.
5 Computational tools.
5.1 Conjugate spectral sequence. As in Subsection 4.2 and Subsec-
tion 4.3, assume that the base ring R is annihilated by an odd prime p, and
let k = Z/pZ. Then for any complex E q in Fun(Λ, R), we have the filtered
quasiisomorphism νp of Proposition 4.4 and its completed version (4.5). To
study the complex CP
[p]
(i∗pE q), we will use the truncation functors τ
q
, β
q
of Subsection 1.3.
Definition 5.1. For any termwise-split filtered complex E q in Fun(Λp, R),
the filtrations V
q
and W
q
on cp q(E q) are given by
(5.1) V n = τ2n−1cp q(E q), W n = β2n−2cp q(E q), n ∈ Z,
where we equip cp q(E q) with the standard filtration induced by the filtration
on E q. The filtration V
q
is called the conjugate filtration.
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Note that both filtrations are 2-periodic – for every integer n, the peri-
odicity endomorphism u : cp q(E q)→ cp q(E q)[2] induces isomorphisms
(5.2) u : V n+1cp q(E q) ∼= V ncp q(E q)[2], u :W n+1cp q(E q) ∼=W ncp q(E q)[2],
where [2] stands for the cohomological shift. By Lemma 1.8, we have
V n+1cp q(E q) ⊂W ncp q(E q) ⊂ V ncp q(E q), and the first embedding is a quasi-
isomorphism. The conjugate filtration V
q
is by definition the rescaling by 2
and shift by 1 of the filtration τ
q
. In particular, V
q
and τ
q
are commensu-
rable, so that by Lemma 1.8, the conjugate filtration is commensurable with
the standard filtration. Thus if we equip a complex E q in Fun(Λp, R) with
the p-th rescaling of the stupid filtration, the completion of cp q(E q) with
respect to the conjugate filtration coincides with the complex CP
[p]
(E˜ q) of
Definition 4.3. By virtue of the quasiisomorphism (4.5), we then have a a
spectral sequence
(5.3) H q(gr
q
V (cp q(i
∗
pE
[p]
q
)))⇒ HP
[p]
q
(i∗pE
[p]
q
) = HP q(E q)
for any complex E q in Fun(Λ, R). As it turns out, this spectral sequence is
quite useful, because under some assumptions on E q, one can find a rather
effective description of its initial term.
To do this, we need to recall some material from [Ka3]. The cohomol-
ogy H
q
(Z/pZ, k) with coefficients in k = Z/pZ is the graded-commutative
algebra given by
(5.4) H
q
(Z/pZ, k) = k[u]〈ε〉,
where u is a generator of degree 2 and ε is a generator of degree 1. The
generator ε gives an extension k˜ of the trivial k[Z/pZ]-module k by itself, so
that for any R[Z/pZ]-module E, we have a functorial short exact sequence
(5.5) 0 −−−−→ E −−−−→ E˜ −−−−→ E −−−−→ 0,
where we let E˜ = E ⊗k k˜. Taking the Tate homology complex Cˇ q(−) of
(2.11), we obtain a short exact sequence of complexes
0 −−−−→ Cˇ q(Z/pZ, E) −−−−→ Cˇ q(Z/pZ, E˜) −−−−→ Cˇ q(Z/pZ, E) −−−−→ 0.
This defines a distinguished triangle in DF (R), so that we have a connecting
differential Cˇ q(Z/pZ, E)→ Cˇ q(Z/pZ, E)[1] and the corresponding maps
(5.6) εi : Hˇi(Z/pZ, E)→ Hˇi−1(Z/pZ, E)
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for any integer i. In effect, the cohomology algebra H
q
(Z/pZ, k) acts on
Hˇ q(Z/pZ, E), and the maps εi give the action of the generator ε. The
generator u acts by the 2-shift in the periodic complex Cˇ q(Z/pZ, E), so that
εi = εi+2 for any i. Thus effectively, we only have two maps εodd and εeven,
depending on the parity of i. An R[Z/pZ]-module E is called tight if the
map εodd is an isomorphism. Since ε
2 = 0, we have εodd ◦ εeven = 0; thus for
a tight module, we automatically have εeven = 0.
Definition 5.2. A complex E q of R[Z/pZ]-modules is tight if Ei is a tight
R[Z/pZ]-module for any i, and I(Ei) = 0 unless i divides p.
Now assume given a filtered complex E q of R[Z/pZ]-modules, and con-
sider the Tate complex C˜ q(Z/pZ, E q) of (2.12). Equip it with the filtration
F
q
induced by the filtration on E q, and for any integer i, denote
H˜i(Z/pZ, E q) ∼= Hi(C˜ q(Z/pZ, E q)),
where Hi(−) is as in (1.9). Then again, for any integer i, (5.5) induces a
natural map
(5.7) εi : H˜i(Z/pZ, E q)→ H˜i−1(Z/pZ, E q)[1],
a generalization of (5.6). As before, εi only depends on the parity of i, so
that effectively, we only have two maps εodd and εeven.
Lemma 5.3. Assume given a complex E q of R[Z/pZ]-modules tight in the
sense of Definition 5.2, and equip it with the p-th rescaling F
q
[p] of the stupid
filtration F
q
. Then εeven = 0, and εodd is an isomorphism.
Proof. Immediately follows from Lemma 1.8 (note that since p is odd by
assumption, (p − 1)i is even for any i). 
By virtue of Lemma 5.3, for any tight complex E q of R[Z/pZ]-modules,
the complexes H˜i(Z/pZ, E q)[−i] for all integers i are canonically identified.
We denote this complex by I(E q). By Lemma 1.8, the natural filtration on
I(E q) coincides with the stupid filtration, and we have
(5.8) I(E q)n = I(Epn)
for any integer n.
Assume now given a complex E q in Fun(Λp, R). Then for any object [n] ∈
Λp, E q([n]) is a naturally a complex of R[Z/pZ]-modules via the embedding
Z/pZ ⊂ Z/pnZ = Aut([n]).
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Definition 5.4. A complex E q in Fun(Λp, R) is tight if E q([n]) is a tight
complex of R[Z/pZ]-modules for any [n] ∈ Λp. A complex E q in Fun(Λ, R)
is p-adapted if i∗pE q is tight.
Definition 5.5. For any tight complex E q in Fun(Λp, R), the complex I(E q)
in Fun(Λ, R) is given by
I(E q)([n]) = I(E q([n]))
for every [n] ∈ Λ.
Note that for every n ≥ 1, we have a base change isomorphism
(5.9) πp♭E q([n]) ∼= C˜ q(Z/pZ,Z/pnZ, E q([n])),
where the right-hand side is the extended version (2.15) of the Tate homology
complex C˜ q(Z/pZ,−). Since for any n, the complex C˜ q(Z/pZ,Z/pnZ,−) is
canonically chain-homotopy equivalent to the usual Tate homology complex
C˜ q(Z/pZ,−), the isomorphism (5.9) provides a natural identification
I(E q) ∼= Hi(πp♭E
[p]
q
)[−i]
for any integer i, where E[p]
q
is E q equipped with the p-th rescaling of the
stupid filtration, and Hi(−) is the truncation functor (1.9) in the category
of termwise-split filtered complexes in Fun(Λ, R). By abuse of notation, for
any complex E q in Fun(Λ, R), we will denote
I(E q) = I(i∗pE q).
With these definitions, the main result concerning the spectral sequence
(5.3) is the following.
Proposition 5.6. Assume that pR = 0 for an odd prime p. Then for any
tight complex E q in Fun(Λp, R), we have a natural quasiisomorphism
(5.10) gr0V (cp q(E
[p]
q
))) ∼= CH q(I(E q))
functorial in E q, so that for any p-adapted complex E q in Fun(Λ, R), (5.3)
induces a functorial spectral sequence
(5.11) HH q(I(E q))((u−1))⇒ HP q(E q).
Note that by virtue of the periodicity isomorphism (5.2), the identifica-
tion (5.10) describes the whole associated graded quotient gr
q
V cp q(E q). In
(5.11), we use the same shorthand notation as in Definition 2.3. We will
call the spectral sequence (5.11) the conjugate spectral sequence for the tight
complex E q.
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5.2 Localization. To prove Proposition 5.6, we first need to localize the
conjugate filtration onto the category Λ. For any complex E q in Fun(Λ, R)
equipped with a termwise-split filtration F
q
, we denote by V
q
E q and W
q
E q
the filtrations given by
(5.12) V nE q = τ2nE q, W nE q = β2n−1E q, n ∈ Z,
where τ
q
and β
q
are as in (1.8). By Lemma 1.8, for any E q, we have
V n+1E q ⊂W nE q ⊂ V nE q, and the first embedding is an isomorphism.
In particular, assume given a complex E q in the category Fun(Λp, R),
equip it with the p-th rescaling of the stupid filtration, and to simplify
notation, denote by E♭
q
= πp♭E
[p]
q
the complex (4.12) with the filtration
(4.18). Then we have filtrations V
q
, W
q
on E♭
q
, and both filtrations are
periodic in the same sense as (5.2). Analogously, let E˜♭
q
= πp♭E˜ q, where
E˜ q is the complex (4.20) with the filtration induced from E q. Then E˜♭
q
also
carries periodic filtrations V
q
, W
q
. By virtue of the identification (4.14),
the map (4.19) induces a map
(5.13) δ♭ : E˜♭
q
→ E♭
q
⊗K q.
Lemma 5.7. Assume that a complex E q in Fun(Λp, R) is tight in the sense
of Definition 5.4. Then the following is true.
(i) For any integer n, the map δ♭ of (5.13) sends V nE˜♭
q
⊂ E˜♭
q
into W nE♭
q
⊗
K q ⊂ E♭
q
⊗K q.
(ii) Moreover, denote I q = gr−1β E
♭
q
, and let ρ :W 0E♭
q
= β−1E♭
q
→ I q be the
natural projection. Then the composition map
gr0V E˜
♭
q
δ♭
−−−−→ gr0W E
♭
q
⊗K q
ρ⊗id
−−−−→ I q ⊗K q
is a quasiisomorphism.
Proof. Since by definition, the filtration on E q is termwise-split, both claims
commute with passing to the associated graded quotients. Therefore we
may assume right away that E q is concentrated in a single filtered degree,
say 0. Moreover, by periodicity, it suffices to prove (i) for n = 0. We have
V 0 = τ0, W 0 = β−1, and
τ0(E♭
q
⊗K q)/((β−1E♭
q
⊗K q) ∩ τ0(E♭
q
⊗K q)) ∼= H−1(E
♭
q
)⊗H1(K q).
Since H1(K q) ∼= Z, we have H−1(E
♭
q
)⊗H1(K q) ∼= H−1(E
♭
q
), and the map
τ0E˜♭
q
δ♭
−−−−→ τ0(E♭
q
⊗K q) −−−−→ H−1(E
♭
q
)⊗H1(K q) ∼= H−1(E
♭
q
)
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factors through a map
(5.14) H0(E˜
♭
q
) = τ0E˜♭
q
/β0E˜♭
q
→ H−1(E
♭
q
).
We have to show that this map is equal to 0. This claim is local with respect
to Λ, so that it suffices to prove it after evaluation at an arbitrary object
[n] ∈ Λ. We have
E˜♭
q
([n]) ∼= C˜ q(Z/pZ,M q ⊗k K q), E
♭
q
([n]) ∼= C˜ q(Z/pZ,M q),
where we denoteM q = E q([n]), K q = K˜ q([n]), and (5.14) evaluates to a map
(5.15) Hˇ0(Z/pZ,M ⊗K q)→ Hˇ−1(Z/pZ,M),
where M = H0(M q) stand for the only non-trivial homology group of the
complex M q.
However, since the Z/pZ-action on K1 = π
∗
pK1([n]) is trivial, the em-
bedding κ1 : k → K1 splits as a map of k[Z/pZ]-modules. Choosing such
a splitting gives a quasiisomorphism between K q and the complex K q with
terms K1 = k, K0 = k˜, and the differential given by the embedding k → k˜
of (5.5). Then in defining the map (5.15), we may replace K q with K q, and
the map becomes precisely the map εeven for the k[Z/pZ]-module M . Since
M is tight by assumption, εeven = 0. This proves (i).
The argument for (ii) is similar — the non-trivial part is to check that
the natural map
H1(E˜
♭
q
)→ H0(I q)⊗H1(K q) ∼= H0(E
♭
q
)
induced by δ♭ is an isomorphism, this is a local fact, and after evaluation
at [n] ∈ Λ and choosing a quasiisomorphism K q ∼= K q, the map becomes
the map εodd for the tight k[Z/pZ]-module M . We leave the details to the
reader. 
Remark 5.8. Lemma 5.7 (ii) is a strengthening of [Ka3, Lemma 3.6]. The
proof is also essentially the same; the only difference is that instead of the
complex K˜ q, [Ka3] uses an arbitrary resolution of the constant functor k by
objects in Fun(Λp, R) acyclic for the functor πp!.
Now note that by Lemma 1.9, for any integer n, the inclusion V nE˜♭
q
⊂ E˜♭
q
induces a surjective map
ξ : cc q(V nE˜♭
q
)→ V ncc q(E˜♭
q
) ∼= V ncp q(E˜ q),
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where V n in the right-hand side is the conjugate filtration of Definition 5.1,
and the shift by 1 between (5.1) and (5.12) compensates for the shift by
one in Definition 3.4. Composing ξ with the map α of (3.12), we obtain a
natural map
(5.16) CC q(V nE˜♭
q
)→ V ncp q(E˜ q).
Since CC q(−) is an exact functor, it induces a map
(5.17) CC q(V [n,m]E˜♭
q
)→ V [n,m](E˜ q)
for any integer m ≥ n.
Lemma 5.9. For any tight filtered complex E q in Fun(Λp, R), and any in-
teger n ≤ m, the map (5.17) is a quasiisomorphism.
Proof. By induction, it suffices to consider the case m = n+1, and then by
periodicity, it suffices to prove that the map
CC q(gr0V E˜
♭
q
)→ gr0V cp q(E˜ q)
induced by (5.16) is a quasiisomorphism. Lemma 4.7 provides maps
cp q(E˜ q) = c˜p
q
(E q)
δ
−−−−→ cph q(E
q
)
γ
−−−−→ cp q(E q)
whose composition is a filtered quasiisomorphism. By definition, we have
cph q(E q) ∼= CH q(E♭
q
), and since CH q(−) is an exact functor, the natural map
ι : CH q(W 0E♭
q
) → CH q(E♭
q
) = cph q(E q) is injective. By Lemma 5.7 (i), we
then have a commutative square of complexes
cc q(V 0E˜♭
q
)
cc q(δ♭)
−−−−→ CH q(W 0E♭
q
)
ξ
y yι
V 0cc q(E˜♭
q
)
δ
−−−−→ cph q(E q).
Since ξ is surjective and ι is injective, there exists a map δ¯ : V 0cc q(E˜♭
q
) →
CH q(W 0E♭
q
) such that cc q(δ♭) = δ¯ ◦ ξ and δ = ι ◦ δ¯. Now note that the map
γ˜ of (4.17) induces a map γ♭ : E♭
q
⊗ K q → E♭ such that γ♭ ◦ δ♭ is a filtered
quasiisomorphism, so that altogether, we have a commutative diagram
CC q(gr0V E˜
♭
q
)
CC q(δ♭)
−−−−−→ CC q(gr0W E
♭
q
⊗K q)
CC q(γ♭)
−−−−−→ CC q(gr0W E
♭
q
)y αy y
gr0V cp q(E˜ q)
δ¯
−−−−→ CH q(gr0W E
♭
q
)
γ◦ι
−−−−→ gr0W cp q(E q).
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The composition γ ◦ ι ◦ δ¯ = γ ◦ δ is a quasiisomorphism. Since CC q(−) is
an exact functor, CC q(γ♭) ◦ CC q(δ♭) = CC q(γ♭ ◦ δ♭) is also a quasiisomor-
phism, and the map α is a quasiisomorphism by Lemma 3.11. Therefore the
remaining vertical arrows are quasiisomorphisms, and we are done. 
Proof of Proposition 5.6. Assume given a tight complex E q in Fun(Λp, R),
equip it with the p-th rescaling of the stupid filtration, and keep the notation
introduced earlier in this Subsection. Then Lemma 5.7 and Lemma 3.11
provide a quasiisomorphism
CC q(gr0V E˜
♭
q
) ∼= CC q(I q ⊗K q) ∼= CH q(I q),
and Lemma 5.9 further identifies this with gr0V cp q(E˜ q). It remains to notice
that since the embedding τ0E♭
q
⊂ β−1E♭
q
is a quasiisomorphism, the embed-
ding I(E q) ⊂ I q is a quasiisomorphism, so that CH q(I q) is quasiisomorphic
to CH q(I(E q)), and moreover, since E q is quasiisomorphic to E˜ q as a filtered
complex, gr0V cp q(E˜ q) is quasiisomorphic to gr
0
V cp q(E q). 
5.3 Comparison maps. We now turn to the other functorial complexes
in (3.23) and the comparison maps r, R, l, L between them. Keep the
assumption pR = 0, p an odd prime. Recall that for any complex E q in
Fun(Λp, R), we have the complex πp♭E q of (4.12) and its completed versions
(4.21).
Definition 5.10. A complex E q in Fun(Λp, R) is locally bounded from below
resp. locally strongly bounded from above if for any [n] ∈ Λp, the complex
E q([n]) of R[Z/pnZ]-modules is bounded from below resp. strongly bounded
from above in the sense of Definition 2.9.
Lemma 5.11. Assume given a complex E q in Fun(Λp, R). Then the natural
map α : CC q(πp♭E q)→ cp q(E q) induced by the map (3.12) is a quasiisomor-
phism, and so are the natural maps
(5.18) α : CC q(πˇp♭E q)→ CP
f
q
(E q), α : CC q(ˇ¯πp♭E q)→ CP
f
q
(E q)
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 5.9, Lemma 4.7 shows that to prove the
first claim, it suffices to prove that the natural map
CC q(πp♭E q ⊗K q)→ cph q(E q) ∼= CH q(πp♭E q)
is a quasiisomorphism. This immediately follows from Lemma 3.11. For the
maps (5.18), use the counterpart of Lemma 4.7 for the restricted complexes,
and again apply Lemma 3.11. 
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Corollary 5.12. Assume given a complex E q in Fun(Λp, R). If E q is locally
bounded from below, then the natural map l of (3.23) is a quasiisomorphism.
If E q is locally strongly bounded from above, then the map r of (3.23) is a
quasiisomorphism.
Proof. By Lemma 5.11, the maps l and r are obtained by applying the exact
functor CC q(−) to their local counterparts
l♭ : πp♭E q → πˇp♭E q, r♭ : πp♭E q → ˇ¯πp♭E q.
Therefore both claims immediately follow from Lemma 2.10. 
The situation for L and R, the other two comparison maps in (3.23),
is more difficult. In fact, we can only prove any useful statements in the
special case of cyclic complexes coming from DG algebras; this we do later
in Section 6. For now, we prepare the ground by axiomatizing the situation
and proving some easy auxiliary results.
First of all, what we are really interested in are complexes E q in the
category Fun(Λ, R), but we study them by applying the quasiisomorphism of
Proposition 4.4 and its completed versions (4.5), (4.9). Thus for a complex
E q in Fun(Λp, R), we need to consider the completion CP
[p]
(E q) of the
complex cp q(E q) introduced in Definition 4.3.
Lemma 5.13. For any complex E q in Fun(Λp, R), there exists a functorial
map L[p] : CP
f
(E q)→ CP
[p]
q
(E q) such that L[p] ◦ l : cp q(E q)→ CP
[p]
q
(E q) is
the completion map.
Proof. Recall that by definition, we have
cp q(E q) = cc q(per(K q(E q)) =
⊕
i≥0
cci(per(K q(E q−i)))),
where the right-hand side is the decomposition (1.10). For any i ≥ 0, the re-
striction of the standard filtration on cp q(E[p]
q
) to the summand cci(−) in this
decomposition is a shift of the filtration induced by the p-th rescaling of the
stupid filtration on E q. Therefore by Lemma 2.11, the completion of cci(−)
with respect to this restricted filtration is precisely cci(Per(K q(E q−i))). Sum-
ming up over all i, we obtain a map
L[p] :
⊕
i≥0
cci(Per(K q(E q−i)))→ CP
[p]
(E q),
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and again by (1.10), the left-hand is exactly CP
f
q
(E q). 
Next, we note that the embedding jp : ∆
o → Λp extends to an embed-
ding j˜p : ∆
o × ptp → Λp, where ptp is the groupoid with one object with
automorphism group Z/pZ. Therefore the pullback functor j∗p can be refined
to a functor
(5.19) j˜∗p : Fun(Λp, R)→ Fun(∆
o × ptp, R)
∼= Fun(∆o, R[Z/pZ]).
Moreover, if we denote by πp : ∆
o × ptp → ∆
o the projection onto the first
component, then we have a base change isomorphism πp! ◦ j˜
∗
p
∼= j∗ ◦πp!. For
any complex E q in the category Fun(∆o, R[Z/p]), we then denote by K q(E q)
the product E q ⊗ j˜∗pK q, and we define πp♭E q, πˇp♭E q, ˇ¯πp♭E q by (4.12) and
(4.21). We let cph q(E q) = CH q(πp♭E q) = per(CH q(πp!K q(E q))) and
(5.20) CPHf
q
(E q) = CH q(πˇp♭E q), CPH
f
q
(E q) = CH q(ˇ¯πp♭E q).
We have πp♭ ◦ j˜
∗
p
∼= j∗ ◦ πp♭, πˇp♭ ◦ j˜
∗
p
∼= j∗ ◦ πˇp♭, ˇ¯πp♭ ◦ j˜
∗
p
∼= j∗ ◦ ˇ¯πp♭, so that for
any complex E q in Fun(Λp, R), we have a natural map
(5.21) cph q(j˜∗pE q)→ cph q(E q)
and natural maps
(5.22) Jf : CPHf
q
(j˜∗pE q)→ CPH q(E q), J¯
f : CPH
f
q
(j˜∗pE q)→ CPH q(E q).
Moreover, we let CPH q(E q) = Per(CH q(πp!K q(E q))), and we denote by
CPH [p]
q
(E q) the completion of the filtered complex cphf (E[p]
q
), where E[p]
q
is
E q equipped with the p-th rescaling of the stupid filtration, and cphf (−) is
the filtered extension (1.11) of the functor cph q(−). Then for any complex
E q in Fun(Λp, R), the map (5.21) induces natural maps
(5.23) J : CPH q(j˜∗pE q)→ CPH q(E q), J¯ : CPH
[p]
q
(j˜∗pE q)→ CPH
[p]
q
(E q).
The same argument as in Lemma 5.13 shows that for any complex E˜ q in
Fun(∆o, R[Z/pZ]), we have natural maps
(5.24) R : CPHf
q
(E˜ q)→ CPH q(E˜ q), L[p] : CPH
f
q
(E˜ q)→ CPH
[p]
q
(E˜ q),
such that for any complex E q in the category Fun(Λp, R), we have J ◦R =
R ◦ Jf and J¯ ◦ L[p] = L[p] ◦ J¯f .
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Definition 5.14. A complex E q in the category Fun(∆o, R[Z/pZ]) is con-
vergent if the maps (5.24) are quasiisomorphisms.
Lemma 5.15. Assume given a complex E q in the category Fun(Λp, R) such
that j˜∗pE q is convergent in the sense of Definition 5.14. Then the maps
R : CP f
q
(E q)→ CP q(E q), L[p] : CP
f
(E q)→ CP
[p]
(E q)
are quasiisomorphisms.
Proof. By Lemma 4.7 and its completed versions, it suffices to prove that
the maps J , J¯ , Jf , J¯f are quasiisomorphisms: then the maps R, L[p] are
retracts of the maps (5.24), and we are done. For the maps J , Jf and J¯f
this is clear, since they are all versions of the quasiisomorphism (3.10). The
case of the map J¯ is more delicate, since the definition of CPH [p]
q
(E q) and
CPH [p]
q
(j˜∗pE q) involves completions, and the map (3.10) is not a filtered
quasiisomorphism with respect to the standard filrations. However, we can
also filter cph q(E q) = CH q(πp♭E q ⊗K q) by setting
V ncph q(E q) = cc q(V nE♭
q
⊗K q),
where the filtration V n on E♭
q
= πp♭E q is as in Subsection 5.2. Then V
q
is conmensurable with the standard filtration in every cohomogical degree,
hence gives the same completion CP
[p]
q
(E q), and the induced filtration on
cph q(j˜∗pE q) has completion CPH
[p]
q
(j˜∗pE q). The map J¯ is now another in-
stance of the quasiisomorphism (3.10). 
5.4 Convergent complexes. By virtue of Lemma 5.15, studying the
comparison maps R, L[p] reduces to studying convergent complexes in the
category Fun(∆o, R[Z/pZ]). We will need two results in this direction.
For any bicomplex E q, q of R[Z/pZ]-modules, consider the Tate complex
C˜ q(Z/pZ, E q, q) of (2.12), and equip it with filtrations F
q
, F
q
1 , F
q
2 by
(5.25)
FnC˜ q(Z/pZ, E q, q) =
⊕
i≥n
C˜ q(Z/pZ, Ei, q) ⊂ C˜ q(Z/pZ, E q, q)
Fn1 C˜ q(Z/pZ, E q, q) =
⊕
i≥n
C˜i(Z/pZ, E q, q) ⊂ C˜ q(Z/pZ, E q, q)
Fn2 C˜ q(Z/pZ, E q, q) =
⊕
i+pj≥n
C˜ q(Z/pZ, Ei,j) ⊂ C˜ q(Z/pZ, E q, q).
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Denote the completions of C˜ q(Z/pZ, E q, q) with respect to filtrations F
q
1 , F
q
2
by C1
q
(E q, q) and C
2
q
(E q, q). Then F
q
induces a filtration on each of these two
complexes, and we have natural maps
(5.26) lim
n
→
F−nC1
q
(E q, q)→ C
1
q
(E q, q), lim
n
→
F−nC2
q
(E q, q)→ C
2
q
(E q, q).
If E q, q = CH q(E q) for a complex E q in the category Fun(∆
o, R[Z/pZ]), then
we have C˜ q(E q, q) ∼= cph q(E q). We then have
C1
q
(E q, q) ∼= CPH q(E q), C
2
q
(E q, q) ∼= CPH
[p]
q
(E q),
and the maps (5.26) are exactly the maps (5.24).
Lemma 5.16. Assume given a complex E q in Fun(∆o, R[Z/pZ]), and con-
sider the complex CH q(E q) as a complex in C q(R[Z/pZ]), with terms E q([n]),
[n] ∈ ∆. If CH q(E q) is strongly bounded from below in the sense of Defini-
tion 2.4, then E q is convergent in the sense of Definition 5.14.
Proof. It suffices to prove that more generally, for any bicomplex E q, q of
R[Z/pZ]-modules that is strongly bounded from below with respect to the
first index, the maps (5.26) are quasiisomorphisms. This is obvious: if E q, q is
contractible with respect to the first index, then all the complexes in (5.26)
are contractible, and if Ei, q = 0 for i≫ 0, the limits in (5.26) stabilize at a
finite step. 
Now note that for any bicomplex E q, q of R[Z/pZ]-bimodules, the filtra-
tion F
q
1 of (5.25) induces a spectral sequence, and if E q, q = CH q(E q) for
some complex E q in Fun(∆o, R[Z/pZ]), this spectral sequences reads as
(5.27) CH q(E q)((u))〈ε〉 ⇒ CPH q(E q),
where ε is a formal generator of cohomological degree 1, as in (5.4). This is
an analog of the standard spectral sequence of a cyclic object. To obtain an
analog of the conjugate spectral sequence, we need a version of Definition 5.4.
Definition 5.17. A complex E q in Fun(∆o, R[Z/pZ]) is tight if E q([n]) is a
tight complex of R[Z/pZ]-modules for any [n] ∈ ∆. For any tight complex
E q in Fun(∆o, R[Z/pZ]), the complex I(E q) is given by
I(E q)([n]) = I(E q([n]))
for any [n] ∈ ∆.
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Then for any tight complex E q in Fun(∆o, R[Z/pZ]), we can consider the
filtration on cph q(E q) induced by the filtration τ
q
on πp♭E
[p]
q
. By Lemma 1.8,
in every cohomological degree, this filtration is commensurable to the filtra-
tion F
q
2 of (5.25), so that we obtain a spectral sequence
(5.28) CH q(I(E q))((u−1))〈ε〉 ⇒ CPH
[p]
q
(E q),
with the same meaning of ε as in (5.27).
Lemma 5.18. (i) A finite extension of convergent complexes is conver-
gent.
(ii) Assume given three tight complexes E q, E′
q
, E′′
q
in Fun(∆o, R[Z/pZ]),
and two maps a : E′
q
→ E q, b : E q → E′′
q
such that both b ◦ a and
I(b ◦ a) are quasiisomorphisms. Then if E q is convergent, E′
q
and E′′
q
are convergent as well.
Proof. (i) is clear. For (ii), note that by Lemma 2.11, the maps
πˇp♭E
′
q
→ πˇp♭E
′′
q
, ˇ¯πp♭E
′
q
→ ˇ¯πp♭E
′′
q
induced by b ◦ a are quasiisomorphisms (for the second map, note that the
stupid filtrations on E′
q
, E′′
q
are commensurable to their p-th rescaling, and
by Lemma 1.8, the induced filtrations on πp♭E
′
q
, πp♭E
′′
q
are in turn commen-
surable to the filtration τ
q
in every cohomological degree). Therefore by
(5.20), the corresponding maps
CPHf
q
(E′
q
)→ CPHf
q
(E′′
q
), CPH
f
q
(E′
q
)→ CPH
f
q
(E′′
q
)
are also quasiisomorphisms. Moreover, we have convergent spectral se-
quences (5.27), (5.28), so that the maps
CPH q(E′
q
)→ CPH q(E′′
q
), CPH
[p]
q
(E′
q
)→ CPH
[p]
q
(E′′
q
)
induced by b ◦ a are also quasiisomorphisms. Thus the maps (5.24) for E′
q
and E′
q
are retracts of the corresponding maps for E q, and we are done. 
5.5 Characteristic 2. In Subsection 4.2 and throughout Section 5, we
have assumed that our base ring R is annihilated by an odd prime p. Let
us now describe what happens if p = 2.
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Note right away that since we are in characteristic 2, signs do not matter.
In particular, there is no difference between the twisted complexes (2.14) and
their untwisted versions.
The first problem occurs in the proof of Proposition 4.4, and specifically,
in (4.8). If p = 2, then (p − 1)n = n is no longer necessarily divisible by 2,
and it can happen that gri−npF νp is a map from the Tate complex to its odd
homological shift. However, this only happens if n is odd. For any n ≥ 1
and any R[Z/2nZ]-module E, we have a functorial map of complexes
(5.29) ε q : C q(Z/2nZ, E)→ C q+1(Z/2nZ, E)
given by
εi =
{
id+σ2 + · · ·+ σ2(n−1), i = 2j,
id, i = 2j + 1,
where σ ∈ Z/2nZ is the generator. If n is odd, the map ε q is a quasiisomor-
phism. Therefore for odd n, we redefine the constants an, bn by setting
gr
i−np
F νp ◦ ε q = f(an, bn)
instead of (4.8), and again, it suffices to prove that all the maps f(an, bn) are
quasiisomorphisms. Since in the case E = k we obviously have ε q = id for
all odd n, the rest of the proof of Proposition 4.4 goes through without any
changes. The other results in Subsection 4.2 also go through with exactly
the same proofs.
The real problem occurs in Section 5 and affects Subsection 5.1 and
Subsection 5.2 (everything in Subsection 5.3 and Subsection 5.4 works for
any prime). If p = 2, then the cohomology H
q
(Z/pZ, k) is still given by
(5.4), but the multiplication is different: instead of ε2 = 0, we have ε2 = u,
the periodicity generator. In fact, the action of the generator ε on the
Tate complex is explicitly given by the quasiisomorphism (5.29). Thus in
particular, εodd is always an isomorphism, so that every R[Z/2Z]-module
E is automatically tight. But on the downside, εeven is never equal to 0 –
conversely, it is also an invertible map. Thus Lemma 5.7, Lemma 5.9 and
Proposition 5.6 completely break down.
To alleviate the situation, let us prove a weaker version of Lemma 5.9
that works for all primes.
Assume that the base ring R is annhilated by a prime p, and assume
given a complex E q in Fun(Λp, R). Assume further that E q is tight in the
sense of Definition 5.2 (if p = 2, this just means that for any [n] ∈ Λp and
any odd integer i, Ei([n]) is a free R[Z/pZ]-module). As in Subsection 5.2,
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denote E♭
q
= πp♭E
[p]
q
, E˜ q = E q ⊗k K˜ q, E˜
♭
q
= πp♭E˜ q, and filter CC q(E
♭
q
) and
CC q(E˜♭
q
) by setting
(5.30) V
q
CC q(E♭
q
) = CC q(V
q
E♭
q
), V
q
CC q(E˜♭
q
) = CC q(V
q
E˜♭
q
),
where the filtration V
q
in the right-hand side is the filtration (5.12). Denote
by ĈC q(E♭
q
) the completion of the complex CC q(E♭
q
) with respect to the
filtration (5.30), and analogously for E˜ q. Then as in Subsection 5.2, the
map (3.12) induces a filtered map
〈CC q(E♭
q
), V
q
〉 → 〈cp q(E q), V
q
〉,
where V
q
in the right-hand side is the conjugate filtration of Definition 5.1.
Passing to the completions, we obtain a functorial map
(5.31) ĈC q(E♭
q
)→ CP
[p]
q
(E q).
Lemma 5.19. The map (5.31) is a quasiisomorphism.
Proof. If we equip the complex E♭
q
⊗ K q with the shift V
q
−1E
♭
q
⊗ K q of the
filtration V
q
, then the map δ♭ of (5.13) is tautologically a filtered map, and
the composition γ♭ ◦ δ♭ factors as
〈E˜♭
q
, V
q
〉
ι
−−−−→ 〈E♭
q
, V
q
〉
id
−−−−→ 〈E♭
q
, V
q
−1〉,
where ι is a filtered quasiisomorphism, and id is the identity map considered
as a filtered map from V
q
to V
q
−1. Since all shifts of a given filtration are
commensurable, the map
γ ◦ δ : ĈC q(E˜♭
q
)→ ĈC q(E♭
q
)
induced by the composition γ♭ ◦ δ♭ is a quasiisomorphism. Then as in the
proof of Lemma 5.9, the map
ĈC q(E♭
q
⊗K q)→ CPH
[p]
q
(E q)
is a quasiisomorphism by Lemma 3.11, and the map (5.31) is a retract of
this map. 
As a corollary of Lemma 5.19, we obtain a functorial spectral sequence
(5.32) HC q(gr
q
V E
♭
q
)⇒ HP
[p]
q
(E q)
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induced by the filtration (5.30). Unfortunately, if p = 2, the identification of
its first term presents a problem. Namely, let aodd, aeven ∈ Ext
2(I(E q), I(E q))
be the extension classes given by successive associated graded quotients of
the filtration τ
q
on 2-the periodic complex E♭
q
, so that gr0V E
♭
q
is an extension
of I(E q) by I(E q) given by the class aeven. If p is odd, then Lemma 5.7 shows
that aeven = u · id, where u ∈ H
2(Λ, k) is the periodicity class. This implies
that gr0V E
♭
q
is isomorphic to I(E q)⊗K q in the derived category D(Λ, R), so
that the left-hand side of (5.32) is identified with HH q(I(E q)). If p = 2, then
it is easy to modify the arguments of Lemma 5.7 to show that
aeven + aodd = u · id .
Ideally, we would have aodd = 0, so that aeven = u · id, as in the case of
an odd prime. However, it certainly cannot be true for any tight complex
E q. Indeed, we can just take a single object E ∈ Fun(Λp, R), so that the
tightness condition becomes trivial, and consider a short exact sequence
0 −−−−→ E′ −−−−→ P −−−−→ E −−−−→ 0
with some projective object P ∈ Fun(Λp, R). Then I(P ) = 0 and I(E) =
I(E′)[1], with the roles of the classes aodd and aeven for E
′ played by aeven
resp. aodd. Thus we cannot have aodd = 0 for E and for E
′ at the same time.
We expect that for complexes E q that come from DG algebras and DG
categories, we do have aodd = 0, so that the spectral sequence (5.32) has
the form prescribed by Proposition 5.6. However, we have not been able to
prove it. Therefore we restrict ourselves to the following observation. Since
the filtration τ
q
on E♭
q
is commensurable to its rescaling V
q
, we can consider
a spectral sequence induced by τ
q
instead of V
q
. Thus for any prime p and
tight complex E q in Fun(Λp, R), the isomorphism (5.31) trivially yields a
spectral sequence
(5.33) HC q(I(E q))((u−1))〈ε〉 ⇒ HP
[p]
q
(E q)
where u, ε are formal variables of cohomological degrees 2 and 1, as in (5.27).
6 DG categories.
6.1 The setup. We recall some basic facts about DG algebras and DG
categories (the standard reference is [Ke]).
By a DG algebra A q over a commutative ring R we will understand
an associative unital differential-graded algebra over R considered up to a
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quasiisomorphism. In particular, we will tacitly assume that all DG algebras
are h-projective as complexes of modules over R, and all individiual terms
Ai, i ∈ Z are flat R-modules (this can be achieved, for example, by choosing
a cofibrant representative with respect to the standard model structure).
For any DG algebra A q, we denote by D(A q) the derived category of
left DG modules over A q. Any DG algebra map f : A q → A′
q
induces by
pullback a natural triangulated functor f∗ : D(A
′
q
) → D(A q), and it has a
left-adjoint f∗ : D(A q)→ D(A′
q
) sending M q to A′
q
⊗A q M q. The map f is a
derived Morita equivalence if f∗ and f∗ are an adjoint pair of equivalences
of categories. Every quasiisomorphism is a derived Morita equivalence.
A DG category A q over R is “an algebra with several objects” — we
have a collection S of objects, and a collection of Hom-complexes A q(s, s′)
for any two objects s, s′, equipped with the associative composition maps
and identity elements ids ∈ A0(s, s) for any object s. If S has exactly one
element, then A q is simply a DG algebra. A DG category is small if S
is a set. As in the DG algebra case, we consider small DG categories up
to a quasiequivalence, and we will tacitly assume that the Hom-complexes
A q(−,−) in a small DG category A q are h-projective complexes of flat R-
modules. A module M q over a DG category A q is a contravariant DG func-
tor from A q to the DG category of complexes of R-modules; explicitly, it
is given by a collection of complexes M q(s), s ∈ S, and structure maps
A q(s′, s)⊗RM q(s)→M q(s
′). DG modules over a small DG category A q form
a triangulated derived category D(A q), and for any DG functor f : A q → A′
q
between small DG categories, we have an adjoint pair of natural triangu-
lated functors f∗ : D(A q) → D(A′
q
), f∗ : D(A
′
q
) → D(A q). The functor f is
a derived Morita equivalence if f∗, f∗ are adjoint equivalences of categories.
More generally, a sequence
(6.1) A′
q
f
−−−−→ A q
g
−−−−→ A′′
q
of DG categories and DG functors is a localization sequence if g∗ ◦ f∗ = 0,
f∗ and g∗ are fully faithful, and 〈f
∗(D(A′
q
)), g∗(D(A
′′
q
))〉 is a semiorthogonal
decomposition of the triangulated category D(A q). For example, one can
take a small DG category A q and a set S of objects in A q, let A′
q
be the full
subcategory A q(S) ⊂ A q spanned by S, and let A′′
q
= A q/A′
q
be the Drinfeld
quotient [Dr] obtained by formally adding to A q morphisms hs : s→ s, s ∈ S
of homological degree 1 such that d(hs) = ids. Then the sequence
(6.2) A′
q
−−−−→ A q −−−−→ A q/A′
q
is a localization sequence. This example is universal: every localization
sequence (6.1) is derived-Morita equivalent to a sequence (6.2).
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A DG moduleM q over a DG category A q is perfect if it is compact as an
object in D(A q) (that is, Hom(M q,−) commutes with arbitraty sums). For
any object s ∈ S of the category A q, we have the representable module As
q
given by
As
q
(s′) = A q(s′, s), s, s′ ∈ S.
Representable modules are perfect, and any perfect module is a retract of
a finite extension of shifts of representable DG modules (“retract” here is
understood in the derived category sense, that is, M q is a retract of M ′
q
if
we have a module M ′′
q
and maps a : M ′′
q
→M ′
q
, b : M ′
q
→M q such that b ◦ a
is a quasiisomorphism). A small DG category A q is compactly generated if
there exists a perfect DG module M q that weakly generates D(A q) – that
is, for any N q ∈ D(A q), Hom(M q, N q) = 0 implies N q = 0.
For any set S of objects in a DG category A q, we denote by AS
q
the
complex given by
(6.3) AS
q
=
⊕
s,s′∈S
A q(s, s′).
If S is finite, then this is a unital associative DG algebra over R, and we
have a natural equivalence of derived categories
D(AS
q
) ∼= D(A q(S)),
where A q(S) ⊂ A q is the full DG subcategory spanned by S. The category
A q is compactly generated if and only if the embedding A q(S) → A q is a
derived Morita eqivalence for a finite set S; in this case, D(A q) is equivalent
to the derived category D(AS
q
) of the DG algebra AS
q
.
For any two small DG categories A q, A′
q
with sets of objects S, S′, the
tensor product A q ⊗R A
′
q
is the DG category with set of objects S × S′ and
Hom-complexes given by
(A q ⊗R A
′
q
)(s1 × s
′
1, s2 × s
′
2) = A q(s1, s2)⊗R A
′
q
(s′1, s
′
2)
for any s1, s2 ∈ S, s
′
1, s
′
2 ∈ S
′. A DG bimodule M q over A q is a DG-module
over the product Ao
q
⊗R A q of A q with its opposite DG category A
o
q
. An
example of a DG bimodule is the diagonal bimodule A q. A DG bimodule
M q is perfect if it is perfect as a DG module over Ao
q
⊗RA q, and a small DG
category A q is smooth if the diagonal bimodule A q is perfect. Smoothness
is a derived-Morita invariant property: for any derived Morita equivalence
f : A q → A′
q
of small DG categories, A q is smooth if and only if A′
q
is
smooth. It is convenient to introduce another Morita-invariant property of
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DG categories that does not seem to have a standard name in the literature
(although it did appear, for example, in [O], where it was emphasized as an
important feature of DG categories of geometric origin).
Definition 6.1. A DG category A q over a ring R is bounded from above
resp. bounded from below if for any objects s, s′ ∈ A q and any R-module M ,
the complex A q(s, s′)⊗RM is bounded from above resp. below in the sense
of Definition 2.9. A DG category is bounded if it is bounded both from above
and from below.
Again, for any derived Morita equivalence f : A q → A′
q
of small DG
categories, A q is bounded from above resp. below if and only if A′
q
is bounded
from above resp. below.
For any DG algebra A q, one defines a complex A♮
q
in Fun(Λ, R) by setting
A♮
q
([n]) = A⊗Rn
q
, [n] ∈ Λ,
where terms in the product are numbered by vertices v ∈ V ([n]). For any
map f : [n′]→ [n], the corresponding map A♮
q
(f) is given by
(6.4) A♮
q
(f) =
⊗
v∈V ([n])
mf−1(v),
where for every finite totally ordered set S, we let mS : A
⊗RS
q
→ A q be the
multiplication map. If S is empty, we let A⊗RS
q
= R, and mS : R → A q is
the embedding map of the unity element 1 ∈ A0.
To extend it to DG categories, for any small DG category A q with the
set of objects S, one sets
A♮
q
([n]) =
⊕
s1,...,sn∈S
A q(s1, s2)⊗R · · · ⊗R A q(sn−1, sn)⊗R A q(sn, s1)
for any object [n] ∈ Λ. Then if S is finite, A♮
q
([n]) is canonically a direct
summand of (AS
q
)♮([n]), where AS
q
is the DG algebra (6.3), and the struc-
ture maps (6.4) induce maps between A♮
q
([n]) turning A♮
q
into a complex in
Fun(Λ, R). In the general case, we let
A♮
q
= lim
S
→
A q(S)♮,
where the limit is over all finite sets S of objects in A q.
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The Hochschild homology HH q(A q), the cyclic homology HC q(A q), and
the periodic cyclic homology HC q(A q) of a small DG category A q is defined
by means of the complex A♮
q
: we denote
CH q(A q) = CH q(A♮
q
), CC q(A q) = CC q(A♮
q
), CP q(A q) = CP q(A♮
q
),
and we let HH q(A q), HC q(A q), HP q(A q) be the homology groups of these
complexes. Any DG functor f : A q → A′
q
between small DG categories
induces maps HH q(A q) → HH q(A′
q
), HC q(A q) → HC q(A′
q
), HP q(A q) →
HP q(A′
q
). If f is a derived Morita equivalence, then all three maps are
isomorphisms. More generally, a localization sequence (6.1) induces a dis-
tinguished triangle
CH q(A′
q
) −−−−→ CH q(A q) −−−−→ CH q(A′′
q
) −−−−→
of Hochschild homology complexes and the induced long exact sequence of
Hochschild homology groups, and we have analogous distinguished triangles
and long exact sequences for cyclic and for periodic cyclic homology. One
shortens this by saying that HH q(−), HC q(−), and HP q(−) are additive
invariants of small DG categories.
6.2 Statements. Assume given a small DG category A q over a commu-
tative ring R, and consider the corresponding complex A♮
q
in Fun(Λ, R).
Definition 6.2. The co-periodic cyclic homology HP q(A q) is given by
HP q(A q) = HP q(A♮
q
),
where the right-hand side is as in Definition 3.2, and the co-periodic cyclic
complex CP q(A q) is the complex CP q(A♮
q
). The polynomial periodic cyclic
homology hp q(A q) is the homology of the complex cp q(A♮
q
) of Definition 3.3,
and and the restricted periodic and co-periodic cyclic homology HP f
q
(A q),
HP
f
q
(A q) are the homology of the complexes CP f (A♮
q
), CP
f
(A♮
q
) of Defini-
tion 3.5.
Lemma 6.3. For any small DG category A q over a commutative ring R,
we have
hp q(A q)⊗Q = HP f
q
(A q)⊗Q = HP
f
q
(A q)⊗Q = HP q(A q)⊗Q = 0.
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Proof. Lemma 3.7 and Corollary 3.9. 
Now we formulate our main technical result about co-periodic cyclic
homology. Assume that the base ring R is annihilated by a prime p. For
any R-moduleM , denote by M (1) its Frobenius twist — that is, the module
V ⊗R R
(1), where R(1) is R considered as an algebra over itself via the
absolute Frobenius map R → R, r 7→ rp. For any DG category A q over R,
denote byHH(1)
q
(A q) resp.HC(1)
q
(A q) the homology groups of the complexes
CH q(A q)(1) resp. CC q(A q)(1).
Proposition 6.4. Assume given a small DG category A q over a ring R
annihilated by a prime p. Then we have a convergent spectral sequence
(6.5) HC(1)
q
(A q)((u−1))〈ε〉 ⇒ HP q(A q),
where u, ε are formal variables of cohomological degrees 2 and 1, as in (5.27).
Moreover, if p 6= 2, we have a convergent spectral sequence
(6.6) HH(1)
q
(A q)((u−1))⇒ HP q(A q).
Both spectral sequences are functorial in A q.
The spectral sequence (6.6) is called the conjugate spectral sequence for
the DG category A q. We will prove Proposition 6.4 in Subsection 6.4. For
now, we use it to prove the following result.
Theorem 6.5. Assume that the commutative ring R is Noetherian. Then
for any derived Morita equivalence f : A q → A′
q
between small DG categories
over R, the induced map
HP q(A q)→ HP q(A′
q
)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. SinceR is Noetherian, the derived category of R-modules is generated
by residue fields of localizations of R. Therefore is suffices to prove the
claim after taking product with such a residue field. In other words, we may
assume right away that R = k is a field. Then if k contains Q, we are done
by Lemma 6.3, and if not, we can apply the specral sequence (6.5) and the
corresponding property of the cyclic homology functor HC q(−). 
Moreover, we can also prove a stronger statement — not only is co-
periodic cyclic homology derived-Morita invariant, but it also gives an ad-
ditive invariant of small DG categories over a fixed Noetherian ring.
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Theorem 6.6. Assume that the commutative ring R is Noetherian. Then
any localization sequence (6.1) of small DG categories over R induces a long
exact sequence
HP q(A′
q
) −−−−→ HP q(A q) −−−−→ HP q(A′′
q
) −−−−→
of co-periodic cyclic homology.
Proof. By Theorem 6.5, we may assume that the localization sequence in
question is of the form (6.2). Then by definition, the composition g ◦ f :
A′
q
→ A′′
q
= A q/A′
q
factors through natural projection q : A′
q
→ A′
q
/A′
q
to
the Drinfeld quotient A′
q
/A′
q
. Therefore if we denote by CP
′
q
(A′′
q
) the cone
of the natural map of complexes
CP q(A′
q
)
f−q
−−−−→ CP q(A q)⊕ CP q(A′
q
/A′
q
),
then g induces a natural map of complexes
(6.7) CP
′
q
(A′′
q
)→ CP q(A′′
q
),
and since CP q(A′
q
/A′
q
) is acyclic by Theorem 6.5, it suffices to prove that
(6.7) is a quasiisomorphism. As in the proof of Theorem 6.5, it suffices to
prove this when R = k is a field, and the statement then immediately follows
from Lemma 6.3 if k contains Q and from (6.5) otherwise. 
Finally, we also have a comparison result about different versions of
periodic cyclic homology (the proof is in Subsection 6.4). Note that by
definition, taking E q = A♮
q
in (3.23) induces a corresponding commutative
diagram for any small DG category A q.
Theorem 6.7. Assume given a DG algebra A q over a Noetherian commu-
tative ring R.
(i) If A q is bounded from above, then the map r : hp q(A q)→ HP
f
q
(A q) of
(3.23) is an isomorphism.
(ii) If A q is bounded from below, then the map l : hp q(A q)→ HP f
q
(A q) of
(3.23) is an isomorphism.
(iii) Assume that Ai = 0 unless i ≥ 0. Then the map R : HP
f
q
(A q) →
HP q(A q) of (3.23) is an isomorphism.
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(iv) Assume that A q is smooth. Then the map R : HP
f
q
(A q) → HP q(A q)
of (3.23) is an isomorphism, and the map L : HP f
q
(A q) → HP q(A q)
fits into a long exact sequence
HP f
q
(A q)
L
−−−−→ HP q(A q) −−−−→ HP q(A q)⊗Q −−−−→ .
Here DG algebra is treated as a DG category with one object, and
“bounded from above/below” is understood in the sense of Definition 6.1.
The condition in (iii) can also be replaced with its cohomological version (we
can always replace A q with its truncation τ0A q). Either way, the condition
is pretty strong. However, it does hold in some interesting cases, for example
when A q is a unital associative algebra A placed in homological degree 0. In
this case, Theorem 6.7 (i),(ii),(iii) actually gives
HP f
q
(A) ∼= hp q(A) ∼= HP
f
q
(A) ∼= HP q(A).
However, these groups are different from HP q(A) unless A has finite homo-
logical dimension.
Corollary 6.8. Assume given a small compactly generated DG category A q
over a Noetherian commutative ring R.
(i) If A q is bounded from above and smooth, then the natural map R ◦ r :
hp q(A q)→ HP q(A q) is an isomorphism.
(ii) If A q is bounded from below and smooth, then the natural map L ◦ l
fits into a long exact sequence
hp q(A q)
L◦l
−−−−→ HP q(A q) −−−−→ HP q(A q)⊗Q −−−−→ .
In particular, if A q is bounded and smooth, and R⊗Q = 0, we have a natural
isomorphism HP q(A q) ∼= HP q(A q).
Proof. If the set S of objects in A q is finite, all claims for the category A q(S)
immediately follow from the Theorem 6.7 applied to the DG algebra AS
q
. In
the general case, finite subsets S0 ⊂ S such that A q(S0) ⊂ A q is a derived
Morita equivalence are cofinal in the partially ordered set of all finite subsets
in S. For every such subset S0, we know the claims for A q(S0); to finish
the proof, notice that hp q(−) obviously commutes with filtered direct limits,
while HP q(−) and HP q(−) are derived-Morita invariant. 
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6.3 Tensor powers. Before we prove Theorem 6.7 and Proposition 6.4,
we need to make a digression about tensor power functors.
Fix a prime p and a commutative ring R such that pR = 0. For any
flat R-module M , consider the p-fold tensor power M⊗Rp, and let the cyclic
group Z/pZ act on it by permutations, with the generator σ corresponding
to the order-p permutation σ : M⊗Rp → M⊗Rp. We then have a natural
trace map
M⊗Rp
id+σ+···+σp−1
−−−−−−−−−−→ M⊗Rp.
Denote by C(M) the cokernel of this map, and consider the map
(6.8) ψ : M (1) → C(M)
given by ψ(λ⊗m) = λm⊗p, λ ∈ R, m ∈M .
Lemma 6.9. The R[Z/pZ]-module M⊗Rp is tight. The map ψ of (6.8) is
an additive R-linear map, and it induces an isomorphism M (1) ∼= I(M).
Proof. All the claims are obviously compatible with filtered colimits and
retracts, so that we may assume that M = R[S] is the free R-module gen-
erated by a set S. The rest of the proof proceeds exactly as the special case
when R is a field considered in [Ka3, Lemma 4.1]. Namely, decompose
(6.9) M⊗Rp = R[Sp] =M ⊕M ′,
where M ′ = R[S′] is the free module spanned by complement S′ = Sp \ S
to the diagonal S ⊂ Sp. Then M ′ is a free R[Z/pZ]-module, and the Z/pZ-
action onM is trivial, so that both are tight. Moreover, since σ(m⊗p) = m⊗p
for any m ∈M , the map ψ takes values in I(M⊗Rp) ⊂ C(M). Moreover, its
composition with the projection I(M⊗Rp)→ I(M) onto the first summand in
(6.9) is obviously an isomorphism. To finish the proof, it remains to notice
that since M ′ is free over R[Z/pZ], we have I(M ′) = 0. 
Assume now given a complex M q of flat R-modules, and consider the
p-fold tensor power M⊗Rp
q
. Again, equip it with the permutation action of
the group Z/pZ.
Proposition 6.10. The complex M⊗Rp
q
is a tight complex of R[Z/pZ]-mo-
dules in the sense of Definition 5.2, and we have a functorial isomorphism
(6.10) I(M⊗Rp) ∼=M (1)
q
.
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Proof. As in Lemma 6.9, we may assume right away that Mi is a free R-
module for any integer i. For any integer l, the degree-l term of the complex
M⊗Rp
q
decomposes as(
M⊗Rp
q
)
l
=
⊕
i1+···+ip=l
Mi1 ⊗R · · · ⊗R Mip ,
and the cyclic group Z/pZ permutes the indices i1, . . . , ip. If l is not divisible
by p, then the Z/pZ-action on the set of indices such that i1 + · · · + ip = l
is stabilizer-free, so that (M⊗Rp
q
)l is a free R[Z/pZ]-module. If l = np for
some integer n, then we have
(6.11)
(
M⊗Rp
q
)
l
=M⊗Rpn ⊕M
′,
where M ′ is a free R[Z/pZ]-module. Since M⊗Rpn is tight by Lemma 6.9,
M⊗Rp
q
is therefore indeed a tight complex of R[Z/pZ]-modules. Moreover,
(6.11) together with (5.8) give an identification
I
(
M⊗Rp
q
)
n
∼= I(M⊗Rpn )⊕ I(M
′) ∼= I(M⊗Rpn ),
and Lemma 6.9 then provides a functorial isomorphism
(6.12) ψ˜ : M (1)
q
∼= I(M⊗Rp
q
)
of graded R-modules.
To check whether the map (6.12) commutes with the differential, con-
sider first the special case when M1 = M0 = R, Mi = 0 otherwise, and
d : M1 → M0 is the identity map. Then the complex M
⊗Rp
q
is strongly
acyclic as a complex of R[Z/pZ]-modules in the sense of Definition 2.8, so
that C˜ q(Z/pZ,M⊗Rp) is an acyclic complex. Equip it with the filtration F
q
induced by the p-th rescaling of the stupid filtration on M⊗Rp
q
, and consider
the spectral sequence induced by the filtration τ
q
of (1.8). Then for dimen-
sion reasons, it degenerates at the term E3, and the term E2 is the sum of
shifts of the complex I(M⊗Rp
q
). Thus the differential in this complex must
be an isomorphism, and we have
(6.13) ψ˜ ◦ d = ad ◦ ψ˜
for some invertible element a ∈ R. But since the map (6.12) is functorial,
the same equality must then hold for any complex M q of flat R-modules.
Now to finish the proof, it suffices to define a graded isomorphism
(6.14) ψ : M (1) ∼= I(M⊗Rp
q
)
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by setting ψ = a−iψ˜ in graded degree i, and observe that ψ commutes with
the differentials by (6.13). 
Remark 6.11. The construction of the map (6.14) is obviously functorial
in R, so that the constant a in (6.13) is actually an invertible element in the
prime field k = Z/pZ. If p = 2, then of course a = 1, and if p is odd, a can
be more explicitly described as follows: take M q withM1 =M0 = k, Mi = 0
otherwise, d = id, and note that its p-th tensor power represents by Yoneda
a completely canonical class in the group Expp−1k[Z/pZ](k, k) = H
p−1(Z/pZ, k).
This class must be of the form au(p−1)/2, where u ∈ H2(Z/pZ, k) is the
natural generator, and a ∈ k is some coefficient. This is our element a.
Alternatively, the Steenrod p-th power of the generator ε ∈ H1(S, k) of the
first homology group of the circle S1 is equal to aε. In view of the latter
description, the value of a must be in the literature, but I could not find it.
Finally, we will need the following result about tensor powers of h-
projective complexes.
Lemma 6.12. Assume given a quasiisomorphism f : N q → M q between
h-projective complexes of flat R-modules. Then the p-th tensor power
a⊗p : N⊗Rp
q
→M⊗Rp
q
is a strong quasiisomorphism of complexes of R[Z/pZ]-modules in the sense
of Definition 2.8.
Proof. Since a quasiisomorphism of h-projective complexes is a chain-ho-
motopy equivalence, it suffices to prove that for two chain-homotopic maps
f1, f2 : N q → M q, the tensor powers f
⊗p
1 , f
⊗p
2 give the same maps in the
absolute derived category Dabs(R[Z/pZ]). It obviously suffices to consider
the universal situation: we let N q = M q ⊗ I q, where I q is the complex with
terms I0 = Z ⊕ Z, I−1 = Z, Ii = 0 otherwise, d : I0 → I1 the difference
map, and we let f1, f2 be the maps induced by the projections I0 → Z
onto the two summands. Then we also have the map e : M q → N q induced
by the diagonal embedding Z → I0, and f1 ◦ e = f2 ◦ e = id. Therefore
f⊗p1 ◦ e
⊗p = f⊗p2 ◦ e
⊗p = id, and it suffices to prove that e⊗p is a strong
quasiisomorphism. This is clear: the diagonal embedding Z → I⊗p
q
is a
quasiisomorphism, and since the complex I⊗p
q
sits in a finite range of degrees,
the quasiisomorphism must be strong. 
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Corollary 6.13. Assume that an h-projective complex M q of R-modules is
bounded from above in the sense of Definition 2.9. Then its p-th tensor power
M⊗Rp
q
is strongly bounded from above as a complex of R[Z/pZ]-modules.
Proof. Choose n such that τnM q → M q is a quasiisomorphism, note that
one can choose an h-projective replacement for τnM q that is trivial in ho-
mological degrees < n, and apply Lemma 6.12. 
6.4 Proofs. We can now prove Proposition 6.4 and Theorem 6.7. In fact,
Proposition 6.4 immediately follows from (5.33), Proposition 5.6 and the
following result.
Lemma 6.14. For any small DG category A q over a commutative ring R
annihilated by a prime p, the complex A♮
q
in Fun(Λ, R) is p-adapted in the
sense of Definition 5.4, and we have a natural identification
(6.15) I(i∗pA
♮
q
) ∼= (A♮
q
)(1).
Proof. If A q is a DG algebra — that is, the set S of its objects consists of
one element — then for every [n] ∈ Λp, we have
A♮
q
(ip([n])) ∼=
(
A⊗Rn
q
)⊗Rp .
Proposition 6.10 immediately shows that A♮
q
is p-adapted, and the isomor-
phisms (6.10) provide the identification (6.15). If the set S is finite, then
for any [n] ∈ Λp, A
♮
q
(ip([n])) is a retract of A
S♮
q
(ip([n])). Since a retract of a
tight complex is obviously tight, A♮
q
is again p-adapted, and the identifica-
tion (6.15) for A q is induced by the corresponding identification for the DG
algebra A q. In the general case, note that a filtered colimit of tight objects
is obviously tight, and the functor I(−) commutes with filtered colimits. 
The proof of Theorem 6.7 — specifically, of Theorem 6.7 (iv) — requires
some preparations. Recall that the embedding j : ∆o → Λ of (3.2) identifies
∆o with the category of objects [n] ∈ Λ equipped with a distinguished vertex
v ∈ V ([n]). For any bimodule M over an associative unital flat R-algebra
A, we can define the simplicial R-modules (M/A)♮ ∈ Fun(∆o, R) by setting
(6.16) (M/A)♮([n]) = A⊗Rn−1 ⊗R M, [n] ∈ ∆
o
where the terms A in the product correspond to vertices v′ ∈ V (j([n]))
different from the distinguished vertex v, and M corresponds to v. The
structure maps (M/A)♮(f), f : [n′]→ [n] are given by (6.4). The complex
CH q(A,M) = CH q((M/A)♮)
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is then the standard Hochschild homology complex of the group algebra A
with coefficients in M . In particular, if M = Ao ⊗R A is a free A-bimodule,
the complex CH q(A,M) is chain-homotopy equivalent to HH0(A,M) = A
placed in degree 0. Moreover, for any integer l ≥ 1, the l-fold tensor product
A⊗Rl is an associative algebra equipped with an action of the group Z/lZ
generated by the longet permutation σ : A⊗Rl → A⊗Rl. The l-fold tensor
product M⊗Rl is naturally a bimodule over A⊗Rl. Denote by M⊗Rlσ the R-
moduleM⊗Rl considered as an A⊗Rl-bimodule in the following way: the left
multiplication is the standard one, and the right multiplication is twisted
by σ — in other words, we have
a ·m · a′ = amσ(a′), a, a′ ∈ A⊗Rl,m ∈M⊗Rl.
Then the object
(6.17) (M/A)♮l = (M
⊗Rl
σ /A
⊗Rl)♮
carries a natural action of Z/lZ generated by the same permutation σ act-
ing both on A⊗Rl and on M⊗Rl, so that is lies naturally in the category
Fun(∆o, R[Z/lZ]). We denote by
CH l
q
(A,M) = CH q((M/A)
♮
l )
the corresponding complex of R[Z/lZ]-modules, and we denote its homology
by HH l
q
(A,M). For example, if M = Ao ⊗R A, we have
HH l0(A,M) = A
⊗Rl,
and the complex CH l
q
(A,M) is chain-homotopy-equivalent to its degree-0
homology placed in degree 0.
For a bimodule M q over a DG algebra A q, we can apply (6.16) termwise
and obtain the complex (M q/A q)♮ in the category Fun(∆o, R). By definition,
if A q is the diagonal bimodule, we have (A q/A q)♮ ∼= j∗A♮
q
. Moreover, for any
integer l ≥ 1, we can define the complex (M q/A q)
♮
l in Fun(∆
o, R[Z/lZ]) by
(6.17), and we have
(6.18) (A q/A q)
♮
l
∼= j˜∗l i
∗
lA
♮
q
,
where j˜∗l is the pullback functor (5.19).
Lemma 6.15. Assume that the commutative ring R is annihilated by a
prime p. Then for any DG algebra A q over R and any perfect A q-bimodule
M q termwise flat over R, the complex (M q/A q)
♮
p in Fun(∆o, R[Z/pZ]) is
convergent in the sense of Definition 5.14.
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Proof. Say that an A q-bimodule is finite free if it is a finite sum of homo-
logical shifts of the bimodule Ao
q
⊗R A q, and say that it is finite semifree if
it admits a filtration whose associatied graded quotient is finite free. Since
M q is perfect, we have a diagram
M ′′
q
a
−−−−→ M ′
q
b
−−−−→ M q
of A q-bimodules such that M ′
q
is finite semifree and b ◦ a is a quasiiso-
morphism. We can also choose it in such a way that all the bimodules
are complexes of flat R-modules. Then the composition b⊗p ◦ a⊗p is also
a quasiisomorphism. Moreover, by the same argument as in Lemma 6.14,
Proposition 6.10 shows that for any A q-bimodule N q termwise flat over R,
the complex (N q/A q)
♮
p is tight, and we have
I((N q/A q)♮p)
∼=
(
(N q/A q)♮
)(1)
.
Therefore I(b⊗p)◦I(a⊗p) is also a quasiisomorphism, and by Lemma 5.18 (ii),
it suffices to prove the claim for the bimodule M ′
q
. In other words, we may
assume right away that the bimodule M q is finite semifree.
Let F
q
be the filtration on M q such that gr
q
F M q is finite free. Then F
q
induces a Z/pZ-invariant filtration F
q
on the tensor power M⊗Rp, hence on
(M q/A q)
♮
p, and by Lemma 5.18 (i), it suffices to prove that griF (M q/A q)
♮
p
is convergent for any integer i. Since a direct summand of a convergent
complex is obviously convergent, it in fact suffices to prove that
gr
q
F (M q/A q)
♮
p
∼= (gr
q
F M q/A q)
♮
p
is convergent — that is, we have to prove the claim for gr
q
F M q instead of
M q. In other words, we may assume right away that M q is finite free.
In this case, the bimodule CHp
q
(A q,M q) considered as a complex in
C q(R[Z/pZ]) is chain-homotopy equivalent to its degree-0 homology placed
in degree 0, so that (M q/A q)
♮
p is convergent by Lemma 5.16. 
Proof of Theorem 6.7. (iii) is obvious: under the assumptions, the complex
A♮
q
in Fun(Λ, R) is trivial in negative homological degrees, so that the map L
is actually an isomorphism. As in the proof of Theorem 6.5, when proving
the other claims, we may assume right away that R is a field, and if R
contains Q, everything immediately follows from Lemma 6.3. Thus we may
assume that R is annihilated by a prime p. Then (i) immediately follows
from Corollary 5.12, and (ii) immediately follows from Corollary 5.12 and
Corollary 6.13. For (iv), apply Lemma 6.15, (6.18), and Lemma 5.15. 
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6.5 Comparison with de Rham cohomology. Now assume given a
unital associative flat algebra A over a commutative ring k, and assume
further that A is commutative. In this setting, the classic theorem of
Hochschild, Kostant and Rosenberg asserts the following.
Theorem 6.16 (Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg). In the assumptions
above, assume further that A is finitely generated, and X = SpecA is smooth
over k. Then for any integer i, we have a natural isomorphism
(6.19) HHi(A) ∼= Ω
i(A),
where Ωi(A) = H0(X,ΩiX) is the space of global differential i-forms on X.
This results requires no assumptions whatsoever on k — in particular, it
can be a field of positive characteristic, or a ring such as Z. Moreover, the
Hochschild-to-cyclic spectral sequence induces a differential B : HH q(A)→
HH q+1(A), and in the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg situation, it coincides
with de Rham differential (see e.g. [Ka3, Theorem 2.2] for a short proof).
If k contains Q, then one can do much more: the isomorphisms (6.19) on
individual Hochschild homology groups can be lifted to the whole Hochschild
homology complex CH q(A), and they are compatible with the Connes-
Tsygan differential B. As the result, one obtains a natural quasiisomor-
phism
(6.20) HP q(A) ∼= H
q
DR(A)((u)),
where as always, u is a formal generator of cohomological degree 2.
In positive characteristic, the situation is not as good. The standard
isomorphisms (6.19) typically do not lift to CH q(A). Somewhat surprisingly,
if the algebra A is a polynomial algebra in several generators, then there is
a different system of isomorphisms that does lift to the level of complexes in
a way compatible with B (see [L, Remark 3.2.3] and [L, Theorem 3.2.5] —
in fact, on the level of homology groups, these isomorphisms are inverse to
those of (6.19)). Therefore if A = k[x1, . . . , xn], we do have the identification
(6.20). However, the isomorphism depends not only on the algebra A but
on the actual choice of the generators x1, . . . , xn ∈ A, and it is not known
whether it holds if we only assume that SpecA is smooth.
If the algebra A is still commutative but SpecA is no longer smooth,
then one can always find a simplicial resolution of A — that is, a functor A q
from ∆o to smooth commutative k-algebras such that the Hi(∆
o, A q) = 0
for i ≥ 1, and H0(∆
o, A q) is identified with A by means of an algebra map
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A0 → A. In this case, one can take the de Rham complex termwise, and
obtain a complex Ω
q
(A q) in the category Fun(∆o, k). Taking the standard
complex of the simplicial complex, as in (3.3), we obtain a bicomplex that
we also denote Ω
q
(A q) by abuse of notation.
The derived de Rham cohomology groups H
q
DR(A) of Illusie are then the
cohomology groups of the product-total complex Tot(Ω
q
(A q)). They do not
depend on the choice of a resolution A q, there is a comparison theorem
relating them to cristalline cohomology of X = SpecA, and they are related
to the derived exterior powers of the cotangent complex Ω q(A) by a spectral
sequence of a Hodge-to-de Rham type.
One can also consider the cohomology groups H
q
DR(A) of the sum-total
complex tot(Ω
q
(A q)) and call them, for example, restricted derived de Rham
cohomology groups. Then it has been shown by Bhatt [Bh], following Beilin-
son, that if the base ring k is an algebra over Z/pn for some n, then H
q
DR(A)
also do not depend on the resolution A q and satisfy even better compatibility
results with respect to cristalline cohomology. Moreover, if k is an algebra
over the prime field Fp, then H
q
DR(A) are related to the derived exterior
powers of Ω q(A q) by a spectral sequence of the conjugate type.
It would be natural to expect that our theory is parallel to that of Beilin-
son and Bhatt, in that we have a version of the isomorphism (6.20) relat-
ing co-periodic cyclic homology and restricted de Rham cohomology, and
our conjugate spectral sequence (6.6) recovers Bhatt’s conjugate spectral
sequence.
Unfortunately, at present, such a picture seems beyond our reach. In-
deed, one can always choose a resolution A q so that its terms Ai are poly-
nomial algebras over k, and if A is finitely generated, then one can further
arrange so that all the Ai are finitely generated. Therefore for each individ-
ual Ai, we do have the isomorphism (6.20). However, these isomorphisms
depend on the choice of generators, and therefore do not necessarily patch
together with respect to the face and degeneracy maps in the simplicial
algebra A q.
One example where Beilinson and Bhatt’s approach is particularly suc-
cessful — in fact, the motivating example for their whole theory – is the ring
of integers Zp ⊂ Qp in the algebraic closure Qp. This is not annihilated by
a power of p, so one has to modify the definition slightly — one considers
the quotient algebras An = Zp/p
n, n ≥ 1, and one defines the p-adically
completed cohomology by the (derived) inverse limit
Ĥ
q
DR(Zp) = limn
←
q
H
q
DR(An).
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In this case, Bhatt proves [Bh, Proposition 9.9] that Ĥ iDR(Zp) vanishes for
i 6= 0, and we have
Ĥ0DR(Zp) = Acris,
the Fontaine’s cristalline period ring. The usual derived de Rham cohomol-
ogy H
q
DR(Zp), similarly p-adically completed, recovers the bigger de Rham
period ring AdR.
We would venture to suggest that for dimension reasons, in this partic-
ular case A = Zp/p
n, an isomorphism (6.20) ought to exist, and we have a
natural identification
HP q(A) ∼= H
q
DR(A)((u
−1)).
Then by Bhatt’s result, the derived inverse limit of the groups HP q(An)
should be computable in terms of Fontaine’s ring. However, given our ex-
isting technology, we do not see any way to prove it.
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